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We trust the announcement is true that Dr. McVicar has ac-
cepted the principalship 'of the Michigan Normal School. ' This 
appointment is in every way creditable to the ' State' Board of 
Education. The position is one of extreme importance, and we 
may add, of extreme difficulty, but we have absolute confidence 
in Dr. McVicar's ability not only to maintain his own high 
standing among the best educators of the country, but to add 
very largely to the usefulness and reputation of the institution 
whose management he will assume. 
Dr. McVicar has one rare and invaluable qualification for the 
principaiship of a normal school,-he is a student of ed.ucational 
~cience. If the normal school has any significance, any special 
value whatever, it is because it is a profeskional school. But the 
Very ba~is of professional instruction is a body of doctrine to be 
communicated and learned. Such a body of educational doctrine, 
in tftrn, presuppose~; a man who possesses it and is capable of 
teaching it. - And so we think it fair to assume that the princi-
pal of a normal school ought at least to be a believer in educa-
tional science. 
We think the coming of Dr. McVicar into the nor:.th-west is a 
. noteworthy event i~ the history ot normal inMruction; and we 
are sure that the teachers of Michigan will give him a hearty wel-
come. 
Last week we called attention to Mr. Dickinson's "Premium Es-
~ay." on Oral Teaching, and we now enter upon the critical 
examination of it that was promise,d. The purpose of the essay 
is to define "oral teaching," to contrast it with the "written 
method," and to make it appear that object teaching, accompa-
nied by the voice of the living teacher, is the only legitimate 
method of instruction. In his statement of preliniinalies, the 
. writer occupies safe and familiar ground. His definitions of 
Idea, thought, knowledge, culture, teachinr, etc., are open to criti-
cism on the ground of inaccuracy and obscurity; but as our 
purpose is mainly to examine the educa.tional doctrines of the 
essay, we shall pass at once to those topics which merit special 
attention. For the present, we will accept Mr. Dickinson's 
definitions of the tW;} methods which he places in contrast, and 
will then proceed to examine the claims, which he sets up for oral 
instruction. 
"There are two methods that may be employed in attempting to teach. ' 
One consists in actually bringing into the presence of the learner whatever 
~bject or subject he is required to study and to know. If the object belongs 
to the external world, or is an objective. object, it is presented to the mind · 
through the medium of the senses. If it belongs to the internal world, or is 
subjective, then it is presented by leading the mind of the learner to produce 
it, through the activity of his own representative and reflective powers. In 
ac!dition to presenting the object of study to the mind of the student for his 
consideration, the teacher directs him, by 'the use of languagef to thinking 
thos~ thoughts that are required to be produced. Language is used, not for 
the purpose of pouring knowledge into the le.amer's mind, but simply to bring 
the object of his thoughts properly into his presence; to direct him in study, 
and to save him from groping for the ellds he would attain. !'>-S this method 
deals .primarily with the true obj ects of the knowledge to be obtained, it is 
called the objectiv'e method of teaching. As language is employed to direct 
the learner in his investigation, it is sometimes called the oral objective meth-
od. Let it be called the 'oral method.' 
"There is another method. This consists in presenting to the mind of the 
learner a written or oral description of the object of Knowledge, i~ place of 
the object itself. This teaching is practiced when lessons are assigned to be 
learned from books, or when ' one communicates his thoughts by leCtures. 
This method may be named the written method." 
Here are the essayist's criteria for testing the validity of the 
two contrasfed methods: . 
. "Three results may be produced by the right application of the oral method 
of teaching: (I) It will establish those relations b~tween the pupil and the 
object of his thoughts as will enable him to acquire a knowledge of that 
object; (2) It will occasion such activity of the pupil's mind as will pro!Iuce 
mental culture; and (3) It Will communicate a good method of acquiring 
'knowledge and of applying it in the affairs of life. This method, combined 
with 'the culture derived in learning it, will give to the student all the control 
over himself, and' over the world without himself, that his powers have tha 
capacity to possess. 
"Not one of these three results was ever se.:ured by written teaching; for 
as has been shown, language is not the original source of knowledge repre-
sented by it, nor is it the direct occasion of that activity which trains the activ . 
powers, and so cannot lead the m;nd into the possession of a good method 
of acting, nor a good state of existence." 
We presume that Mr. Dickinson will admit th~t he is a public 
teacher, that his purpose in this essay is to instruct the great body 
of American teachers .on a topic of ex-treme. importance. His 
"Premium Essay," especiaHy as republished in pamphlet form, 
is a very text-book for normal instruction, amI will no doubt be 
studied by thousands, as we ha,ve studied it, to learn the "proper 
limits and methods'~ of oral teaching. • 
Of another thing there can be no reasonable doubt,-in this ,. 
attempt at teaching, Mr. Dil'kinson follows the "written metbod,' 
for as he himself declares, "this teaching is practiced when les· 
sons are assigne!i to be learned from books. ,. We therefore take 
this "Premium Essay". as a fair example of the "written method," , 
and ptpceed to test it by the author's own criteria., Surely, noth~ 
ing can be. fairer than to . test . Mr. ' Dickinson's t~eor'y by his 
pr~ctice~ . 
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the "Premium Essay" . is invalid in the following particulars: 
I. !'It does not establish those relations between the pupil 
and his thoughts as (sic) will enable him to acquire a knowledge 
of that object." 
2. "It does not occasion such activity of. the pupil's mind as 
will produce m.ental culture.'" 
. 3. "It does not communicate a good method of acquiring 
knowledge.' , 
We think the absurdity of Mr. Dickinson's condemnation of 
the "written method" will appear to him, when he reflects on 
the sorry predicament in which his own words and his own works 
' h~ve placed him. If this method really has the three fatal de-
fects which he ascribes to it, why has he employed it in his own 
teaching? Let the reader observe the essayist's dilemma: He 
proves with great deliberation that the written method of teach-
ing neVer can accomplish certain ends, and at the same time he 
uses this very method t·) accomplish these very ends ! We dwell 
very lightly on this aspect of the c3:Se, for we are unwilling to 
ad,d to the humiliation which must be experienced by the specta-
cle of this logical suicide. 
'A simple appeal to experience, to fact, is sufficient to show 
how baseless is ,Mr. Dickinson's impeachment of the written 
method. How amaZing is the statement that a book "never es-
ta61islied those relations between a read~r and the object of his 
~hO~~?ts which enabled him to acquire a knowledge of that ob.-
Ject.. W: a~l know that books do ' ~occasion such activity of 
the mmd as wIll produce mental oulture"; and it is a platitude 
to say that the reading of books is "a good method of acquiring 
knowledge" . In what other way can we overcome the limita-
tions imposed on us by time and place? When a pupil's school 
days ar:e over,. and he can 'no longer depend on the living teacher 
f~r h.elp, how IS ?e tl) keep abreast of the growing knowledge of 
hIS time? .Mamfestly by the use of books. We know our mod-
ern educational reformers of the Quincy type do not like to 
·hear anything said of the inestimable value of books' but men 
will continue to write books, (even for the 'purpose 'Of proving 
that books are useless!) and the whole world will continue to 
read'. I.f. 0:ur essayist shoUld make another attempt to. pro~e the' 
utter futIlIty of the "written method", we hqpe -he will resort to 
'.'the ri~ht appl~cati~n of the oral method ofteachin'g," and thus 
be c:o,nslstent With hiS own philosophy. 
. Possibly Mr. ~ickinson would say in his own vindication, that. 
hiS essay wal WrItten for men and not for clrildren' but this 
mode of escape will not avail him unless he determin~s the ,di-
viding line between childhood and maturity. ' . 
CARIN.G FOR THE LITTLE ONES. 
AT the ltecent session of the Ill~nois Society .of School Princi-pals the President's address' suggested that the legislature 
allow the establishment of public schools for children under the 
present minimum school age. It was asserted that some school 
boards qay,e already taken the responsibility of opening such 
school~ and others hesitate only because they doubt their legal 
!ight te expend scheols funds in this manner. Upon vote of the 
society Mess:s. Boltwood, Andrews; and Dougherty were appoint-
~d as commIttee ,upon this subject and the followillg report from 
them w~ adopted: . 
Yo~r committee to whom was I:eferred so much of the President's"address 
~ pe~ns to the establis~me~t of schools for children under the legal age 
beg leave to report the followmg resolution. . . 
Rtsolvtd, .that !n considera~iop of .~e evillnftuences to which young chil-
dren are necessanly exposed m our CIties and towns we earnestly recommend 
, , . 
that the school law shall be so amended that it may be legal for Boards of 
Education and school directors at option, or for any school district by vote, to . 
establish and maintain schools for children under the age of six. " 
The only objection's urged ag:linst the report were the conser-
vative cry "go slow" and the caution that an attempt to ~egalize 
the opening of kindergartens might allow parents to turn trou-
blesome infants loose upon primary teachers now overworked in 
primary departments already too full. 
It was argued in favor of action, that delay now means de- ' 
lay for two or three years, and that the great need of the meas-
ure would not admit of delay. Dr. Gregory asked leave to speak 
not as a member of the society, but as a citizen of the state and 
to entreat that nothing might hinder action on so important a 
matter. A very large majority of the meeting felt that the chil~ 
dren under six in towns and cities should as soon as possible' be 
taken from the school of ~he street, that the kindergarten is'too 
successful to be left to mere private enterprise. 
We suggest to the executive committee of the state association 
that it take this matter in hand now. If it is left at its present 
stage by the teachers the legislature will never hear of it unless 
some one who seeks to make his reputation by tinkering the 
school law sho'uM chance to ask a teacher for some measure to 
introduce. Let the teachers' association put this subject on its 
program for the meeting next holiday,s, and let it, if possible, 
have an influential member of the legislature address the teachers 
on the subject. If the meeting be held at Springfield perhaps 
quite a number of our newly elected legislators might deign to 
visit us and may drop their canvass for speaker long enough. to 
exchange thoughts with us on the subject. • 
We do not wish to carry these suggestions further, but we wish 
to see bodies of teachers get over their childish habit of quickly , 
forgetting the things they cry for. If we earnestly think the 
little ones should have public care let us not rest until it ·is of-
fered to them. 
As an example of the work required of English magistrates in 
support of universal school attendance, the following qut . of 
many cases rep?rted in a provincial (Herreford) .paper,may 
serve: 
The defendant ~aid that his boy was over 10 years old, and he (JlOught he 
needed to go but half·time. The clerk t9 the school·attendance Committee 
sind that the rules had been advertise~. The 5th says "A child between the 
ages of 10 and 13,' shown to be beneficially and necessarily employed, shall 
not be required to attend school for more than 150 attendances. in each yea 
if it has received a certificate from the Inspector, showing that it has reached 
the third standard." Formerly the result of examinations was repo.rted to t It~, 
local clerks, but as this gave the teachers a great deal of work the rule was 
altered, and the clerks have now to apply to the teachers for needed iDforma 
tion. ,He did not press for a pupishment in this case, (ot absen~e without 
~avinga certificate) but hoped the Press would give publicity ' to it as a cau-
~L . 
- The Chairman (to defendant) You 'have heard what 'has been said. The 
child must either attend or get a certificate. The case is dismissed: 
Other cases of. truancy were "fined 2S 6d, to 5s. Where . the 
father was idle, wasteful, or negligent the heavier fine was im-
posed. Where the mother seemed to have either no control or 
ill influence, the' child was sent to the Industrial schoQl, or is to 
be sent on next complaint. 
. The temperance question is one of extreme importance in 
beer bedrenched Britain. It is likely to be left to local opti'l>n . . 
Let us hope that the increase of prosperity, an!i redu~tion of ex-
pe~ses ~hiCh \vill atte~d 'a determination to do without st-rong 
d·rmks m some' localities, will soon induce others to take 'similar, 
. action. . 
\, 
',-
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THE LIBRARY: ' . 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED, 
Fortie/lt Anniversary of the Chical{o Bible Society, and Rep:>rts for tbe years 
1878 and 1879. Presented Sunday evening, April 18, 1880. Depository 
. and office, 150 Madison street. 
'PlOO Premium Essays. L Oral Teacbing; Its Proper LimIts and Methods. 
. By Jobn W. Dickinson, Secretary of Massachusetts Board of Education. 
II. The Proper Functions of tbe Free High Schools. By Horace H. Mor-
gan, Principal of St. Louis Higb School, St. Louis, Mo. Boston, Ma~s.: New 
England Publishtng Co'. 1880. Price 15 cents. 
Robert Clarke &0 Co's. Cataloj[ of Books on Education, The Science of Teach-
ing, etc., with a Separate List of BJoks on Kindergarten. Oincinnati,1880. 
University of Michigan. Department of Literature, Science, and the ' Arts. 
Additional Announcement for the First Semester, 1880·81. Elective 
Courses of Study in Music, to be Conducted by Instructor C. B. Cady. Ann 
Arbor Printing and Publishing Company. 
, T/U Ann 'ArborScllool of Music, under the Direction of Calvin B. Cady, In-
structor in Music in the University. General Announcement. . 
Catalog of Pllillips Academy, Andover, Mass., IS80. One hundred and sec-
ond year. C. F. P. Bancroft, Principal. 
r,'aveler's Guide, to Chicago. Rail and Water Routes. Cushing, Thomas & 
Go., Publishers, Chicago. . 
Course of Study in the Public Schools of the City and County of .(;a11 Fran-
cisco. 
NEW BOOKS RECEiVED. 
FRONDES AGRESTES, or Readings in ".Modern Pai~ters." RuskIn. Printed 
without abridgment. Standard Senes No. 35. I. K. Funk & Co. New 
York. Price, 15 cents. 
I THE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES: Translated by Thomas Leland. In two ' 
volumes. Vo!' IL, Standard Senes No. 34. I. K. Funk & Co. New York. 
Price, 20 cents. 
GEOLOG'ICAL HISTORY. Chapters from the Physical History of the Earth. By 
Arthur Nichols, F. G. S., F. R. G. S. New York: Harper & Brothers. 
1880. pp. 281. . " 
AN ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC. Oral and Written. By George E. Seymour 
A. M., Instructor in the St. Louis High School. S.t. Louis: G. I. Jones &. 
Co. 1880. Introduction price, 35 cents~ For examination, 25 cents. 
GIRCLES IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By T. R. Vickroy, A. M. St. Louis: G· 
I . JJnes & Co. 1880. pp. So. For introduction, 50 cents; examination, 
40 cents. , _ 
THE GOVERNMENT ~L~SS BOOK. A Youth's Manual 01 Instruction in the 
Principles of ConstitutIonal Goyemment and Law. By Andrew W. Young. 
New Edition, thoroughly reVIsed ~y Salter S. Clark, Counsellor at Law. 
. New York: Clark & Maynard, Publ~she;-;. 1880. pp. 3~. 12mo. In-
. troauction prict!, 85 cents; for eXamInatIOn, 60 cents. 
A GEOMETRY FOR BEGINN; RS. By G. A. Hill, A. M. Boston: Ginn &' 
Heath. 1880. pp. 314. 
THE PHILIPPICS OF DEMOSTHENES. Edited by Frank B. Tarbell, Ph. D. 
Yale College. Boston: Ginn & Heath. 1880. • , 
GEO_ P. ROWELL & Co.'s AMERICAN NEWSPAPER DIRECTORY. Containing 
accurate lists of all the newspapers and periodi.cals published in the United 
States, territories, and. !he. Dom~nion of Canada, together with a descrip-
tion of the towns and cIties In whIch they are published. New York: Geo. 
P. Rowell & Co. 1880. 
LITERARY STUDIES FROM THE GREAT BRITISH AUTHORS. By H. H. Mor-
. gan. , St. Louis:. G .. L Tones & Co. 1880. PP.440. Introduction price, 
$100' 'for eXamInatIOn, So cents. FEL;ER'~ ELEMENTS OF ARITHMETIC, containing Oral ~nd Written Problems, 
and Drill Card Exercises. By S. A. Felter, A. M., and. S. A. Farrand. Ph. 
D. New Yo~k: Charles Scribner's Sons. pp. 154. Introduction price, 
25 ·cents. , 
this reason it will often be found difficult ,to sift any positive ad-
vice or directions from a chapter to apply in specific cases. For 
instance, on page 51 she says: "Infants should be weaned when 
from nine to twelve months old," but on page 99 she says: "The 
period for weaning should be fixed between twelve and twenty 
months." Again, p. 13, "If anything other than sweetened 
water is given, it may be a very weak oatmeal or ,barley-water, " 
with a pinch of. sugar and a teaspoonful of cream to the ounce'. 
Cow's milk, however diluted, is wholly unsuitable;" p. 49. 
"Boil a teaspoonful of powdereg barley and a gill of water, with ' 
a little sal-, for fifteen minutes; strain it, and mix with it half 
as much niilk and a lump of white sugar. . . . . For babies five " 
or six months old, a larger proportion of milk may be given-
half milk and half boiling water. For still older children more 
milk in proPQrtion." p. 51, "Goat's milk is sometimes used, 
but it is doubtful if it has any advantage over cow's milk prop-
erly prepared." In the following also there is the authority 'of 
our author against that of nearly all nurses and physicians: fl-
5 I, "It is safer to use the milk from a large herd than froni one 
cow." On page 49 also it is recommended under certain eir-
cumstances that the child be given "a tableslJoonful of gumara- " 
bie just before nursing." 
Aside from some such careless and unscientific statements the 
book contains much good sensible advice for mothers in the care ' 
of their babies. . . . \ 
Our Political Parties. By Benjamin Tefft, D. D., LL.D., etc. Boston: -
Lee & Shepard. Pp. 84, 16mo, paper: 25 cents. From Jansen, McClurg 
& Co., Chicago. . 
This is in part a political appeal in favor of one of the great 
parties of the present day; but it is for the most part a polemic 
statement of tlie poll tical history of the country, viewing it I!S a ' 
struggle between the principle of provincialism, nullification', or 
secession, with which the cause of slavery became asso<;iated, and 
the opposing principle of nationality, or "Liberty and Union,", 
as Webster put it. Even in the few lines which have a some~hat 
partisan character, Dr. Tefft takes pains to say that many men 
are "voting against themselves without knowing it," that is, 
voting against nationality in fact, when they do not mean to 
do so. He does not accuse the mass of men who support what 
they mistakenly think to be the cause of state rights of desiring, 
consciously, to destroy the nation. 
The book is a very strong one, and deserves a wide circulation 
among all who love their country, of either party. So far as it 
is a history, it can be proved to be true from title , page to finis. 
It is a new contribution to the praise of the greatness (Df WASH-' 
INGTON, which is powerfully set forth.. In the midst of the ~ank 
growth of towering but mushroom reputations which sprang eut 
of our late war; we are forgeitihg the greatest American. Dr. 
Tefft is quite severe upon Tliomas Jefferson, whose share in the 
Tlu Management of Children in Sickm,s and in Healtll. A Book for Moth- 'Declaration ·of Independence causes most of us to overlook his 
ers. By Amie M. Hale, M. D. Philadelphia: Presley B./akiston. 1880. . 
12 mo. cloth, 50 cents. intrinsic provincialism and narrowness, his secessionism, and. 
If our author had called her little bo.ok the Treatment of chil- . his lack 'of true statesmanship in much of his career ; . in writing ' 
dren in Sickness, it would have been less apt to mislead the that document he was acting against his own party, and was a 
anxious mother. or primary teacher who is seeking to learn the hearty unionist for the time. From the hist.ory of our country" 
true philosophy of child management-in ' heal/h. W~at is aimed' Dr. Tefft argues the mischief of ali doctrines that tend to destroy : \ 
at in this volume is-not to teach mothers how to manage the nation; and his spirited little pamphlet will teach all readers 
healthy children, but chiefly how to treat sick babies. As a book (excep.t thos~ who have made our history their speci~l study,) 
for the nl1r-5ery, and yet to lie on the shelf with the pills and the Ilomething worth knowinr; and worth heeding. ,Qne Of t'he chid 
m'nt it is ood The author ' is a woman, and writes like lessons that all should learn from Greek, Roman, "--Engllisl'l, 
rpepper , I, g.... French, German, Spanish, Italian, and Americap histol'Y 'is the ' 
a woman, her recommen!iatlOns of remedles followmg so.metlm~l! .. 1 mi~chief of the spirit of< sedition alld secession.. People 'ate 
as fast as those of the ' ordinary ,nul's:, or interested aunt. For. I stroPK,jI.S th~y agree and no~ 3S" lthey quarllel. -.. , 
" .... I • 
~ .. , " 
.' 
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LITERARY NOTES. 
-Lee & Shepard will publish a collection ~f Speeches by Wendell Phil· 
lips, 
-So C. Griggs & Co. have nearly ready "A Manual of Classical Litera-
ture, by Charles Morris, Jor the use of schools and private students. They 
have also in p~ess another volume by another Morris-"British Thought 
and Thinkers; Critical, Biograr-hical, and Philosophical"-by Prof. Geo!ge 
S. Morris, of Johns Hopkins University. Also a new series of Prof. Math-
ews' works, popular edition, at $1.50 per volume. Over 90,000 volumes of 
these books have been sold in the United States, besides numerous editions 
which have been published in Europe. 
-Number 9 of the "Humboldt Library of Popular Science Literature" is 
Th~ Data of Ethics, by Herbert Spencer. Price 15 cents. , J. Fitzgerald & 
Co., 143 Fourth Avenue, New York. 
-;-Barnard's American Journalof Education dated July 15, 1880, contains 
~ fine steel portrait of Dr. Wm. T. Harris. This journal, by the way, should 
. be purchased or subscribed for by every teacher of higher g! ade. It is issued 
quarterly, contains upwards of 200 pages. Single numbers, $1.00; per year, 
" .~.oo, in advance. Address Henry Barnard, Hartford, Conn. 
-Students of science will be interested in subscribing for Tlu Sci~ntific 
'Man, a wec:kly journal of science, with occasional illustrations. Each num-
ber contains a popular lecture by an eminent scientist, besides curreJ:lt notes 
and news of science. Subscription price, $1 per year, in advance. Published 
by Asa K. Butts, 9 Dey street" New York. 
-Tn~ L iterary Rroiew comes from Omaha, Vol. 1., No. I . In character 
it resembles The Literary News, of New yor~, though it la,cks the age and 
, consequent finish which renders that magazine so 'attractive. It is published 
lifyv. T. Seaman at fifty cents a year. For people interested in new publi. 
cations, literary criticisms, etc., it promises to be of good service. 
-A very appropriate teacher's gift book is promised by G. P. _Putnam's 
Sons. It is to be an illustrated editied of Prof. W. H. Venable's beautiful 
poem some time ago published in the WEEKLY, entitled "The Teacher's 
Dream." 
-Mr. Bicknell's new journal, Educati01t, is to appear early this mOl,lth . 
It will be a bi-monthly magazine of high grade, containing upwards of one 
hundred pages ofreading matter. The first issue will contain a steel por-
trait of Rev. Barnas Sea~s, D. D., the late General Agent of the Peabody 
Fund in the South. Articles will also appear in the first number from Dr. Mc-
Cosh, Dr. Harris, Rev. R. H. Quick, F. B. Sanborn, and others. Subscrip. 
tion~ , $4 per year, may be sent In at any time. 
-;A. S. Barnes & Co. have a popular life of Gen James A. Garfield written 
'by Major J. M, Bundy; price 50 cents. , 
. -70all of Art , I,y Alphonse de Lamartine. price 10 cents; Frondes Agrestes 
by Ruskin, prke 15 cents; and voL II. of Tlte Oratiom of D emosthenes, 
translated by Thoma, Leland, price 20 cents, are among the lat~st publications 
in the StandMd S.lries of I. K. Funk & Co., New York. 
THE Do.MAIN OF NA:IURE AND OF ART IN THE 
PRo.CESS OF EDUCATION. . 
[Abstract of a paper read before the National Teachers' Association at Chautauqua, July ' 
14,1880, by William H . Payne, Professor of the Science and Art of Teaching in the Uni. 
versity of Michigan.] 
THE thesis maintained is this: Education is neither th!! work of art alone nor of nature alone; but is a process based on 
. nature and requiring the resources of human art in the way of 
supplement and direction. 
There have been two systems of educational doctrine which 
may be ~alled respectively the old and' the new. Broadly speak-
ing, 'the old education · r~ached down to the Reformation, and 
t~e new began with Luther. The: old was at its maximum of 
. ir!jluence in the middle ages; . the new is apparently at its max-
imum now. As transition ,s a law of human progress, the newer 
co:·.ception has been 'insensibly replacing the older one; while 
in practical education there is a commingling of these two dis. 
- tinct orders of thought. 
. Tne contrast between the old educatio'l and the new may be 
Iniefly expressed thus: according to the earlier conception, ed-
ucation was a process of manufacture; llccording to the latter, 
" 
it is a process of growth . . The first taxes the resources of huma~ 
art and ascribes almost unlimited influence to the teacher j th~ 
second remits the child to the laws of natural development ana 
reduces the teacher's office to little more than non-interference. 
The old education was based on authority; the new is based on 
spontaneity. The earlier effort was toward re ·creation j the later 
toward self-creation. 
Under the domination of the development of hypothesis, the 
existing system of things has been personified, or has suffered a 
sort of apotheosis; and the divinities of the old mythology hav.e 
been replaced by the goddess "Natun:." The evidences ~f thIS 
apotheosis appear on almost every page written by the more 
prominent educatIOnal reformers. Joseph Payne, one. of the 
foremost educators of this century, sees in this pure fictIOn the 
teacher's ideal. He asks, "How does Nature teach?" and he 
replies, "She furnishes knowledge by object lessons." "She 
teaches quietly.". "She does not continually interrupt her pu-
pil." "She does not anxiously intervene to prevent the conse-
quencesof his blunders," etc., etc. .. 
There are two grave objections to the use of thIS fictIOn. ~. 
It inculcates notions that are either exaggerated or false. ThIS 
"Nature" is not a benevolent, infallible guide j but in man'y 
phases, .as in pestilence, famine, tempest, and fire, is heartl:ss, 
cruel, and even brutal. 2. This apotheosis is the very negatton 
of the scientific method. "Nature abhors a vacuum" and "Na-
ture furnishes knowledge by object-lessons" typify similar stages 
of intellectual progress, What we need in educational inquirie~ 
is to get down to plain, positive statements of fact; without . the 
intervention of childish fictions. We should speak in str-aight-
forward prose, and' should abandon both mythology a~d poetry. 
The relation of art to nature in the process of education is 
very justly expressed in the following quotation from the Ency-
clopedie Methodique,' "There is a close analogy between the cul-
ture of plants and the education\ of children. _ In each case nature 
must supply the basis of operations." The laws of vege.table 
growth are simply facts in the existing. order of things (?~ture); 
but human skill may direct and control these condItIons of 
gro)Vth in: such a way as to determine the mode and quality. of 
growth. Unassisted nature is as powerless to produce a rare rtpe 
peach as .to produce a chronometer. Through the might of his 
intellect, man has a translorming, aimost re·creative power over 
natme j and in general, the value of objects is determined by the 
degree to which they have been raised from "the state of nature" 
by the mediation of human art: Rousseau's apothegm should be 
made to read thus: "Most things are raised in value by passing 
through man's hands; and the things of most value degenerate 
when they revert to their natu;'al state."* 
The mind is an organism which has its predetermined .laws·of . 
growth; but here again human skill may so control the condi-
tions of growth as to aetermine the quality of the mental pro-
du·ct. So far as education is a spontaneous growth, it i~ a nat~ral 
process; but so 'f~r as this growth is modified by the intervention 
of human skill, it is an artificial proce·ss. The value of ma~ to 
himself and to society is determined by the degree to which _ 
his original nature haS been transformed by human culture. 
. The office of the teacher is to determine the mode and the 
quality of mental g;owth through the process of instruction. A 
child is inslructe,d when there is taking place in his mjnd an in-
building of knowledge J' and this process ill .pe.rfect when the. mind 
of the pupil has been brought into the same state: as themmd of 
~"Everythin~ is good as it comes from the hands of the Author of nature; everythin~.de-
generates in the hands of man:" --Emil~. • ' 
,- , , 
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the instructor. The teacher's art will be employed at thl! fol-
lowing points: I-In the selection of the subjects of the child's 
thinking; 2-in determining the form in which subjects shall be 
. presented; 3-in stimulating and guid~n~ the mental energies 
as they react on the subjects brought wIthm the sphere of the 
nIind's action. 
We follow nature, when, for the express purpose of bringing 
o.uman beings nearer to the perfection of their natures, we act 
in the line of those uniformities which govern human develop-
ment; and to be highly successful in realizing the divine idea of 
inan, (which is 'the purpose of education,) is the highest and 
most difficult of human arts. 
all pupils be up to the mark in all studies, (an utt~r impossibility) 
or to be fulJy prepared for technical work for certain occasions, 
suc.h as state or county comparative examinations, some hobby 
of the county superintendent 0.1 schools, an exhibition or enter-
tainment, in a preposteLOusly short space of time. Even in the 
regular work they seem to have' no fixed aim toward which 'they 
wO'rk with untiring zeal and unslVerving determination, but they 
leave the path charmed by all sorts of diversions along the way-
side. Somebody whispers into the superintendent's ear that a 
certain point In this or that branch has not been reached and 
requires attention, or that some neighboring school that his no 
better if not inferior facilties is in the advance. This perhaps 
• gets him on the qui vive, yet he is at a loss holV to remedy the 
difficulty; when, happy coincidence! he hears or r.eads of a new 
, ,SOME MORE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS. , book, manual, or pamphlet just issued, anq best of ali it is offered 
Y S, D., in his article on "Some S~hool Superintende~ts" I~ . for exchange or introduction on ever so favorable terms. The' • Number 166 of the WEE~LY, stated facts th~t are mdeea superintendent knows well enough that the patrons of his school 
not draNn fro,m fancy, but whl,ch, as m~ny an asSIstant teacher grumble about the everlasting changing and introduction of new 
witt say, (mentally at least), hIt the naIl squarely on the head. books and that the directors do not like to see it, still by some . 
Each point is well taken and the climax. pa~ticularly appropriate. hook or crook the thing is done. When this is persistently 
Should some superi~ltendents at the begInnIng of the new school repeated, is it any ' wonder that all hands can hardly help enter-
term, read that a~tIcle over once more, see ~hemselves as oth~rs taining the suspicion that the superintendents (most lIkely the 
see them, and t~en apply, the proper moral, It would acc?mphsh plain title principal is too insignificant for such egotists) might 
much good: besl?e~ creat,~ng that true mutual regard whIch can also be book agents? 
not otherlVlse eXIst In reah.y, no matter how outward appearances A' f l' th I d d 'tr t pre' gam, some one out 0 ma Ice, oug ': un er a lue:(en , -
seem. 
As one cause why matters between superintendents and subor-' 
dinates ;' re not what they should be, Y. S. D, says: "They, (the 
Supts.) have taken their models injudiciously, and are trying to 
repruduce, perilaps in a town ot 2,000 inhabitants, the style of 
great cities. They have magnified non-essentials and neglected 
the weightier matters of the law. * * * * Above all, they 
forget that they owe it to their teachl.:rs to save them needless 
work, to give them n' edful res" to see that they have a char ce 
to do something besides read examination papers and, write re-
ports. " Shame and vengeance on a teacher who tails f 0 do 0 1 tries· 
to shirk any reasonable demand or duty that the head of the 
school calls for. but here are a few rea:,ons why some demands 
are complied with unwillingly and theretore not in the right 
spirit; also why ia some places the esteem for the superintendent 
of both assistant teachers and patrons of the school, instead ot 
increasin'g, diminishes 'more and more until it is entirely lost. 
, It is ::. fact that superintendents often change places. Now 
,what is usually the first thing some of them do in taking charge , 
of a new position?, To renounce the then existing course of 
study and substitute one of their own. Nor is this all, they 
never forget at every occasion, yes, and even court such occa-
sions, to asperse the former management, course of study, and 
its auth9r. This manner of action of superintendents, together 
with their injudicious selection 'of models, might not concern 
~the assistants much, nor cut any figure in public opInion, but 
when these Egos p:-epare a Course of Study,. Didactical Rules, a 
set of Regulati-::ns, a complicated system of Reports, beSides 
iss~ing orders ad Hbt'tuHI in reference to management, and then 
:1re the fir' t to neglect, !post grossly m_isuse, anJ even break them 
whil~ they insist upon strict enforcement by their subordinates, 
's it any wonder that the latter, to put it mildly, are unfavOlably 
~p,1pressed by such cap. ice and inconsistency, and do not feel at 
their ease ~ . 
Everyone knows "that ,education is a process of growth and ' 
r time' an e'ssentlal element therein." Still these potentates expect 
text of course, volunteers information about one of the teachers; 
one of the assistants out of envy or spite puts in a word de.roga- ' 
tory toward her colJeague; the superintendent notices that the 
,work of some of his teachers migqt be improved upon, or is not 
in exact accordance with his ideal l yet at the time says nothing 
for tear of having to meet an able argument; or when tne It':ast 
di!;agreement does occur makes it the subject of public gossip, 
taking care that facts arc mis·represented, m'otives misconstr.ue~', 
and influence disparaged; is it any wonder that assistants, after 
these things come out, as they invariably will, are shocked? 
After the spirit has been wounded in this way the bits of praise 
and other little extra attentions will not efface the impressions 
received. 
In one word, patrons expe~t superintendents to be normal 
examples in every ,item they require from their subordinates, 'an~ 
it II)ay be almost set down as an axiom that though they have ' 
chosen their models iQjudiciously, if they will cQnscientiousl¥, 
carry out the duties they t1.emsdves impose, their assistants will 
cheefully do their part and the result be harmonious, cheerful 
action. 1. S. D. 
-The C:J)lestioll"of teaching swimming is occupying the attention of the 
school board of Plymouth, England, Only two ojebctions have been made 
to providing a bath and a swimming instructor-or an instructor of swim-
ming; first, it was contended that there were already ample facilities for all 
who wished to learn to swim in Plymouth, the town couDlal having done 
something toward that end; second, it was claime,d that the board could naf 
legally spend money for such purposes. The question is still pending, inas-
much as the president of the board ,claimed that the L 'lDdon school ' board 
taugh~ swimming, and he presumed the mOlley was taken from the school 
. funds. If swimming, why not mnning, and shooting, and . cl~mbing, and 
sneezing. and everything? 
- The Vermont teachers have organized an ass<lciation called "The Ver : 
mont College of Teachers," to which only educators of proved ability and 
exp,enence will be admit!ed. Its chief objects are to raise the standard ,' 
of qualification among teachers, and to improve the course of study ana 
method~ oc' instruction in all grades, from the primary to the completion, of 
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FACES. 
OUTLINES OF A NEW SYSTEM OF PHYSIOGNOMY. 
By FRANK B. SCOTT, Artist. 
Section II. 
THE MOUTH A STARTING POINT. 
IN our first article we said that "a ,m?uth is not on,ly first in the orcler of the organs of sense; It IS the first pomt of depar-
ture in morphology, in the advance from the simple to the com-
plex; a mouth is the center from which the first liolbs radiate; 
a mouth is the point of conjunction ' in a monogram of the high-
est and lo;est vetebrates; a mouth is the point where the first 
distinctly traced nerves have their origin, and a mouth is the 
true starting point in forming the higher estimates of facial ex-
pression. " We wish ' to illustrate these propositions in detail. 
The simplest animal forms have no special organs, not even 
a mouth to receive the food, but it is taken in at any part 01 the 
body. The body is apparently structUleless and of a nearly sim-
ilar substance to the white of an egg. In nearly, every 'instance 
these simple fQrms are microscopic and compos~d ot asingle cell. 
II} some instances a number of individuals are assembled i~ one 
€ompoun"(i mass which may attain considerable size, but it will 
, not have any'very definite form, Jlor will ' there be any special 
, ' organs. 
The first attempt in the animal kingdom towards 
any special organ is to form a mouth, and this is not 
a permanent organ; in the Am(Eba (Fig. 2, a) when 
FIGURE 2. food is received a mouth is extemporized for the oc_ 
casion, and it again subsides into the original indefinite shaped 
mass of vitalized jelly., 
, A litHe higher in the scale, in the Param(E-
_ dum (Fig. j-, a) there is a permanent mouth. 
From this forward, a mouth is a general char-
FIGURE 3· acteristic. Certain internal parasites-an ap-
parent 'excepti(,m-are providedJgr by the mouth of their host. . 
EXTENSIONS AiND MODlFICA,TIONS. 
A stomach is a mouth extended and modified into a digestive 
cavity. The intestinal canal is a continuation of the same cav-
', ity. The simplest stomachs are cul-de-sacs-they have only one 
, opening. Higher in the scale the digestive cavity is distinct 
,from the body cavity, and by the intestinal canal the opening is 
conti~ued through the body. 
SUPERADDITIONS, 
The advance froIll. the simple to the complex is marked by a 
seiies of wperadditions, having thejr beginning in the modifica-
tions of the original oral cavity, in the following orde~ of pro-
gression': " 
15t.-NO BODY CAVITy-The body is little more' than a minute 
mass of vitalized jelly or protoplasm. 
2nd-A SINGLE CAVITY.-The oral . cavity is extended i!)to a 
a simple 'digestive cavity. 
, 3rd.-A DOUBLE CAVITY.-The dIgestive cavity is contah,edin 
a distinct p0dy cavity. , 
4th.-A SINGLE SKELETON.-The wa~ls of the body cavity are 
-supported by an exter-nal a~nular n(Emal &kcleton. 
,5th.-:A, DOUBLE SKELETON.-A special neural skeleten -is su-
.. " perimposed' on the annular skeleton, forming a bi-annular sk~le-
f " 
ton. 
- _ ;M<;>RPHOLdG~GAL P.ROGRESSION. , 
-MQrp~}.()gy in the animal kingdomielates to. the gJ'~a.t , pi~-' 
~ . .. . • I...· ~I ~ '.. - . 
mary divisions in the system of classification. These divisions 
are not founded on the relationship of subordinate parts but OJ! 
the structure of the body as a whole. 
Although there is an almost infinite variety of forms and spe- ' 
cial adaptations in the animal kingdom, they can all be arranged, 
-according to their general plan of structure, under Five grand 
divisions, generally called Sub-kingdoms, as follows :-Protozoa, 
Crelenterata, (including the greater part of what was formerly 
called Radiata), Mollusca, Articulata, and Vertebrata. 
On examination these sub-kingdoms will be seen to represent 
the five stages of progression of which we have given the 9ut-
line ;-
PROTOZOA,-no cavity. 
CCELENTERATA,-a single cavity. 
MOLLUSCA,-a double cavity. 
ARTICULA T A,-a single skeleton. 
VERTEBRATA, -a double skeleton. 
In this progression the first parts are retained and can:ied 
' through all the series, as illustrated in the foll::;wing diagrams, 
representing longitudinal and transverse sections :-
PROTOZOA,-(the higher only), mouth, a. 
CCELENTERATA,-mouth, a; single 'cavity, b. 
MO~LUSCA,-n.outh, a; digestive cavity, b ; ~ody cavity, c. 
E'\~\"'· '\'~-c"_d. "_fl~:!-:b;::""~' . 
I , /0/ ; .' " : ; J : ,. " . 
d 
ARTICULATA,-mo,uth, a; digestive cavity, b; body cavi-
ty, c; hremal'cavity skeleton, d. 
VERTEBRATA,-mouth, a; digestive cavity, b; body cav.-
ity, c;, hremal cavity skeleton"d, neural cavity 'skeleton, e. 
In the Vertebrata the walls of the abdomen resemble the mus-
,- , 
cular sac of the Mollusca, and the segmental arrangement of the 
ribs with the intercostal muscles resemble the ' annular segments . 
and internal muscles of the artiCulata. ' 
These resemblences w:ll b~, fu~t'her carried out in the next sec-
tion. 
J=================== 
":'The Secretary 0,£ War has granted Cadet Whittaker a furluugh in order 
to enable him to prepare for a court martial, in c'!,se the President grants hiq'l 
one, 
-The last issue of the" Enchanted Lib~ary for Young Folks'" by the 
Authors' Publishing Company is A Vmt to El-Fay Gno-Land, by Mrs. M. 
, M. Sanford. ' It 'contains seven full page illustrations. " -
"'7'It i~ propose'd by nine New England colleges-Harvard, Yale, Brown, 
A~herst, Williams, Trinity, Boston University; Tufts, and I?art~out!)-:to 
modify tlie m:ethod of examinations, so that instead of each c;oUege hol'ding, 
its' own, the} maY ,ha.ve a ~niform e.l'ami~atio.n on the SllIDe ' day for all,- the ' 
\ 'olleges~ , -
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EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR. 
To the People met in A m &ual School-Meeting : 
GENTLEMEN :-The time has again rolled around for us to determine what 
,!,e are to do for the children under our charge for the coming year, al\d 
again I ofter a few suggestions for your consideration during the meeting. 
SCHOOL OFFICERS. 
The best men or women in the district are not too good to fill the district 
offices. Much of the success of the school depends on the intelligence of its 
officers, and yet it is not uncommon for very inferior persons to be elected to 
these offices every year. Liberal, intelligent, interested persons, persons with-
. out prejudice, and persons without an "ax to grind" should be elected to 
these offices. SchooI- officers should know something about heating, ventila· 
. tion, seating, etc. They should also know something about school books, and 
.their supply, the law with reference to attendance of children at school, and 
the necessary material for the proper instruction of the children, and above 
all they should be willing to do the bfst they know. 
SCHOOL HOUSE AND SURROUNDINGS. 
The best arrangements for the school room as they are constructed is to 
have the stove near the door, the teacher's desk at the opposite end of the 
room, the windows on the sides, and the blackboard between the windows 
and across the end near the teacher's desk. There should be a recitation seat 
facing the blackboard, and pupils reciting should stand with their backs to 
the school. 
The school should be supplied with comfortable seats. Much of the con-
fusion in school and much of the restlessness is not unfrequently caused by 
uncomfortable seats. Pupils should be able to place their feet flat on the floor 
when sittIng on their seats, or they will become restless, and long continuance 
on. such seats may be very injurious to the heal~ of the pupil. What the 
child learns through the eye is much more readily learned and longer re-
tained than when taught through the ear; for this reason every school room 
should have a plentiful supply of blackboard and that that is good. At least 
,there should be a sufficient amount of board to extend across one end of the 
school room. There should be .some decisive work done with reference to 
school grounds and out-houses. The grounds should be cleared off, enclosed, 
and otherwise improved. .1t will cost much less to improve the yard than it 
now costs for repairs, and it is a well-established fact that pupils !lnd the pub-
lib will protect and respect any property that is kept in proper condition whe~eas the old and dilapidated receives a stpne from nearly 'every pa.."5e'r~ 
by; Common decency would say that every school house should have out· 
houses. Quite a large number are still unprovided with out-houses, others 
are poor, some have but one, and sometimes we find two under one roof. H 
you expect your children to be decent and modest furnish them with proper 
surroundings. 
SCHOOL BOOKS. 
Several districts in the couuty appropriate money and purch~se their books 
at wholesale of the publishers. Every district should do this ~ it saves monev 
t md'time by securing enough books of the same kind, ready for use at th~ 
commencement of the school. .As it is, but few dis~icts have enough books, 
. scarcely any have a uuiformity, and in almost every school we find pupils in 
pooKs that are far beyond their comprehension. Those districts that supply 
books cannot be persuaded to return to the old method of purchaSIng books. 
Try it and save money and greatly increase the henefit 'to be derived. 
SCHOOL TERMS. 
'The three months' wmter term and the three months' summer term is not 
-an intelligent division of the school year. There sho~ld be a vacation of one 
or two weeks at Christmas, as school does but little good during the holidays; 
and there should certainly be no school during July' and August, as it is im· 
possible to mamtain interest during such hot weather, and it is really injuri-
. ous to die pupils to compel them to sit and study during the heat of those' 
months. Those districts, .(and there are quite a large ,number of them,) that 
have adopted the plan of .a fall term running to the holidays, then a winter 
term of three. months, followed ' by a short vacation, and then a spring term, 
are_well satisfied with the change from the old method, and well they might be, 
as their schools are in the best condition and are much more advanced than 
other districts. 
TEACHERS. 
Mr.ke your appropnation sufficient to get a good· teacher. Don't limit the 
'!>card witli-reference to the amount to be paid. If you employ a ga:od teach-
er at good wages it will pay, bUf if you employ an inferior one at arty wages 
),Oll will be the loser, Emplo)': the teacher by the year if you' know you haVel' 
. -: ~ . - . ' ' ~ , ' 
a good one, or from term to term if you have a person that has not been test· 
ed; but by all means hold on to a good teacher as long as po!;Sible and get 
rid of a poor one as soon ~s possible. It is possible for a school to be worth-
less and a school of that character should be closed immediately. Try to get 
a faithful, energetic, competent teacher and then keep him. It is unwise for 
the meeting to say the board shall employ a male or female teacher. Some 
of our best teachers are females, and they can manage the winter schools 
much better than many of the male teachers and at the same tim~ many of 
, " 
the male teachers can teach the children in the summer much better than 
many of the females. Elect intelligent officers and leave it with them. Em-
ploy only those that are capable of passing a thorough examination: 0thers 
may keep schooi but none others can really teach thoroughly. Those that 
have a good education may fail, those of an inferior education must certainly 
do inferior work. There is progress in teaching as there ought to be, there-
fore employ the progressive teacher. Those that attend no institutes nor 
teachers' meetings, take no educational journals, etc., are after the money that 
you most liberally give them and care nothing for the advancement of your 
children. The examination may not exclude such but it is certainly the duty 
and plivilege of the board to exclude such. 
SUGGESTIVE QUESTIONS. 
Are the windows tight so as not to' produce cold currents of air? Can they 
be lowered so as to admit pure air? Is the floor good and can it be kept 
warm so as to protect your children? Have you a recitation seat? Arc the 
desks and seats of the pupils comfortable? Is your blackboard sufficient and 
good? Is the school supplied with a pail, dipper, broom, shovel, ash-pail, 
teacher's stand, dictionary, county and state map? . 
I trust your deliberations will be candid, earnest, and harmonious. 
Very Respectfully, D. D. PARSONS, County Supt. 
RICHLAND CENTER, August 18, 1880. 
======= 
ITEMS. 
-There are 20 academies and 21 graded schools in Vermont. 
-;-Supt. A. P. Marble, of · Worcester,. Mass., was honored by the degree of 
Ph. D., from Bowdoin College at the last commencement. 
-Prof. Jerome Allen, of the Geneseo State Normal School, New York,' and 
editor of Barnes's Et/ucational Monthly, was chosen by the State Teachers' . 
Association to be its president the-coming year. A good choice • . 
-The Rev: Samuel Gilman Brown, D. D., has reSIgned the Presidency of 
Hamilton College, which he has held for the last fourt;een years. 
-D. Appleton & Co. will hereafter publish the Journal...()f Speculative 
Philosophy, -edited by W. T. Harris .and heretofore published by G. I. Jones 
and Co. 
-The WEEKLY has a neatly printed invitation to the semi-centennial cele-
bration of the opening of Springfield Academy Sept. I and 2, 1880, but un-
fortunately we did not remember where Springfield is,and were not sure wheth-
er we should start east or w.est. 
-Prof. J. B. Reyno~ds, late prinCipal. of the Girls' High School in New 
Albany, Ind., has tak~n charge of the Liberty Female College at Glasgow, 
Ky. 
-Rev. Wm. Adams, LL. D., President of Union Theoiogical Seminary;, 
died Aug. 31. 
-Jesse Newlin was elected president of the Pennsylvania State Teachers' 
Association held' at York during vacation. 
-Gov. Head.of New Hamp~hire, has appointed Han. John W. Patterson 
successor of Mr. Downs as State Superintendent of public schools. The se-
lection is approved by the best educators of the state. 
-Prof. E. B. Andrews, who died at Lancaster, Ohio, a few weeks sin~e, 
was one of the principa~in organizing and conducting the geological surv,ey 
of that state. The survey did more to' open up and develop the Coal fields of 
Ohio than any other agency • 
-Major James B. Burbank,Third United States.Artillery. has been'detailed 
anew as Military Instructor at Cornell University, the position which he hu 
filled for the past three years. ' 
-It is proposed by the leading teachers in New York to publish a program 
of instruction and course of study for the home use of country teachers. Such 
a course would aid. many teachers who' can not attend the normal schooli or 
county i\tstitutes, and t_end tq inspire them to further,study ~d rQ-ding. _, " 
-The presidency of the Vennont Teachers' Association was given to '1. S. 
Cilley, Esq" principal of the Brandon school, and stat~ editor of the lJI. E. 
JoUfnd~tJj Education. Mr. C. C. Boynton-tpriDapa1ofT~Academy, 
.u'Cc:eeds Mri Cilley as atate aditof'l . 
, :.. 
. , 
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THE STATES. 
10WA.-The dead lock In the Council Bluffs:(school board was happily 
broken by the election of George L. FarnLam, of New York State, who is 
now at work in his new field. , Mr. Farnh~m was treasurer of the New York 
State Teachers' Association for several years. , 
A. N. Fellows goes trom Knoxville to Lemars as principal of high school. 
ILLlNols.-Here are some of the new locations of Illinois teachers. Wai-
ter Lowry, La Moille; Mr. Jenkins, Mineral; W. R . Gleen, Neponset; A. C. 
Butler, Virginh; M. Moore, Champaign; A. D. Si<!:er, Mahomet; N. J. Bet-
<!:er, Rantoul; A. L. Starr, Sidney; J. W. Hall, Mattoon (E. Side); G. I. 
Talbot, Sl;abbona; F. A. E. Starr, Arcola; Mr. Devoore, Camargo; D. S. 
Chilcoat, Vandalia; Mr. Coomes, Washburn; Walter M. Jay, Avon; Otlo 
McGahey, Minooka; E. C. Rosseter, and J. Williams, Kewanee ;, M. L. Fries, 
Sheldon; Geo. M. Cummings, Watseka; H. H. Kimell, Mt. Carbon; Miss 
Julia Purdy, Grand Tower; R. A. Beebe, Momence; Charles F. Diehl, N. 
.Abingdo'n; D. W. Gamble, Tonica; S. B. Barthurst, Ottawa (3d Ward); E. 
Carl Webster, Ottawa' (1st Asst. H. S.); T. B. Swart~, Chatsworth; Rudolph 
Reeder, Rutland; T. L. Evans, Decatur, (1st Ward) ; " Samuel McBride, 
Blue Mound; C. R. Vandervort, Wenona; W. H . Williams. Havana; T. L. 
McGirr, Prairie City; J. R. Fisk, Richmond; Albert M. Scott, Normal; A. 
B· Stevens, "rrowsmith; Mr. Andrews, Petersburg; Samuel Wylie, Viola; 
Allen S. Stults, Lovington; H. C. Forbes, Polo; Mr. Greenman, Creston ; 
Jesse F. Hannah, Adeline; 'M. L. Crow, Brimfield; M . Stahl, Chillicothe; 
Charles Roth, Mossville; G. M. Savage, Mansfield; Joshua Thorp; Cerro 
Gordo; S. L. Spear, Golconda; S. S. Kemble, Rock I'd (H. S.); A. Luse, . 
-NJ1ples; A. P, Lemmon, ~anchester; James Trenchard, Windsor; Mr. Hall, 
Wyoming (S. Side); Mr. ~bbott, Bradford'; Mrs. P. C. Capen, O'Fallon; 
C. I .- Gruey, Delavan; Mr. Hyde, Cambridge; W. H. Chamberlain, Ridge 
Farm; C. H . Rew, Wilmington; D. If. Darling, Joliet; Mr. Briggs, Lock-
'port; C. F. Kimball, Elgin; E. C. Hill, Marion; Mr. Moore, Leland; Mrs. 
Grace Whitney, Magnolia; J. O. Denning, Metamora; W. W. Stetson,"West 
Rockford. 
The most favorable of reports comes to us fro~ Carlinville institute. Messrs. 
Chamberlin and Keebler were engaged before the close of the session to 
work at the same place again next year. 
Supt. Rosseter of Kewanee sends us a neat pamphlet of rules and regula-
tions. ' 
Thomas W. Catlin and John X. Wilson have taken schools in Montana. 
Peoria schqpls have deferred t4eir opening to Oct. I. Cause-scarlet fever. 
The Stephenson institute p\lblished a daily paper. The enrollment of pupils 
ran up to 160. 
. The old 'universitY building at Champaign is thought to be unsafe and .he ' 
/ mistees wi~ no longer allow its use as a dormitory. -
Thc.mas Edwards, of Freedom, La Salle ' county, takes charge of a select 
school at Triumph. ' . 
The ·sumIDer. institute at Macomb was taught by W. H. Smith and others. 
_ Peoria school inspectors have the neatest school-board head-quarters in the 
state. They occupy two rooms in the post-office building, both of which are 
neatJy carpeted and painted. One is used as an office; the other is the place 
of meeting. Each of the nineteen members has a handsome qesk to which 
he carries a key, and the president from a large table and a cushioned,chair 
on the platform decides points of order for the honorable senators from Peoria's 
nine states .. 
A ~ompetitive examination was held at Paris, Illi'lois, recently to choose 
-one for the appointment to West Point. Messrs. Harvey and Hurty, of Paris, 
Mr. Kilbourn, of Marshall, and Mr. Mann, of Effingham were the examiners, 
and AUStin H. Brown was the successful applicant. • 
A card from Supt. Ward informs us that fifty teachers enrolled in their in-
,Ititute the first week. 
Moline opened her public night schools this year Sept. I. Every such 
manufacturing town as Moline sh~uld liave such opPortunities ' foJ' the shop 
bOys. ' , 
. R. A. Haste, last year's principal at Chatsworth, is now located at Conj:or-
dia, Kansas. 
Peoria employs eight men in 'her schools or about. one to nine of the other 
sex, 
qne of our agents took the liherty at a , certain ·institute tl? offel our paper 
at less tli@n the regular price. ' Since the subscriptions' he took were given-ili . 
good faith we lend the paper, but we mention it here that all may under-
stand we do not make a business of dickering in price). Y' e make the paper 
very cbeap to ILII and know of no reason for'partiality to any. 
D. H. Darling becomes superintendent of the public schools of Joliet, t he 
action of the board of education having been confirmed by the Council. The 
people of Joliet are to be congratulated. 
The chair of geology and botany at the Wesleyan University, Bloomington, 
is to be taken by Lucien M. Underwood, an enthusiastic scientist who, a 
year ago, received from Syracuse University the degree of Ph. D. in recogni'-
tion of original investigations into the geology of a part of N ew York. Prof. 
Moss of the Wesleyan has received from Syracuse the degree A. M. pro 
1Ilerito for work done in Greek literature. 
The West Rockford school board dismissed Principal Blodgett in a SUID-
mary manner and at their next meeting passed resolutions el\press~ng "Rock-
ford's deep indebtedness to him," their "testimony to his excellent character,' 
etc., etc. III strong terms they commend him as:"an educator of high rank," . 
"skillful in communicating knowledge, and a man of accurate and varied in- .' 
formation." After specially commel:ding hiS practical teaching, they con· 
clude by saylDg : ' 
"Through all these years Prof. Blodgett has borne an unblemished reputa-
tion and made a wide circle of friends. He goes from us now with general 
regret and the highest Christian character. We but voice. the ~niversal . fe~1-
ing when we express our deep sympathy with him and hiS estlma~le Wife 10 
their sore family afflictions, and we earnestly hope that a happy Issue from 
them may be speedily experienced." -
To this Mr. Blodgett responds through the press, in a dignfied style de-
clining such insincere testimonials. He says: 
"The resolution leaves a false impression so far as it gives any information. 
It suggests the sorrowful scene of a reluctant board and a ~ourning commun-
ity submitting to the providence which has led the prinCipal to go away for 
the health of his family. 
"Now, I have asked tbe board for no testimonials. After fifteen years of 
such service as these gentltmen volunteer to say I have rendered, I do not 
need certificates that rest on hearsay. The cithens who tell the board that I 
saved money for the city, can give me something better. The communi~y 
has no interest in me now as a public officer, but I have a new freedom 10 
dealing with ' misrepresentation." , 
J. H. Freeman has beeu' re-elected superintendent at West Aurora. 
John T. Hall, of Flora, has accepted tbe principalship 'of the Mattoon 
schools east side. The graduates from this school are admitted to the State 
University at Champaign without examination. 
Miss Annie Granger, for the past two years teacher in the Woodstock high 
schcol, has accepted a position at Ottumwo, Iowa, at a salary of $1,000. Miss~ 
Granger had a successful experience in Michigan and Wisconsin before com-
ing to IllinOis. She is a gr/lduate of the University of Michigan,. classical 
course. 
QHIo-Supt. T. J. Mitc,hell seems to have closed an unusually prosperous 
school year at Mt. Gilead. From his Anual Report, we learn that the entire 
enrollment was 42 per cent greater than the previous year,and what is certain~ 
ly more gratifying still, there has been an increase of pupils in the high school' 
of go per cent. Prof. Mitchell has in our opinion very few eq~als as an 
accomplished manager of schools. In talent, learning, executive force, and 
espe:>ially in kindly spirit and gentlemanly bearing, he is admirably fitted for 
that important position. If he has the hearty cooperation of his teachers and 
the, continued support of 'the entire Board of Education, he will build up a 
'system of schools of which Mt.Gilead will be proud . 
MICHIGAN-Chelsea Union School is under the charge of Rev. Mr. Parker, 
formerly of Quincy, splary $800; preceptress, Miss Foote, a recent gradua(e 
of Albion College, salary $280. Four intermediate teachers receive $230 
each:-
W. D. Cli<!:be is principal at Birmingham. 
, The Lansing school census by Superintendent Sanford shows 2,271 chil-
dren between 5 and 20 yeus of age. L:1st ye:u there were 2,253: in 1878 
2,111; in 1877, 2,013; in 1876,2,090; in 1875,2,048. 
Students who have pursued the courses in the scie!lce and art of teaching 
in Michigan University 4ave received appointments as follows: Miss M. E . 
Allen, Riverside, Ill.; Mr. A. E. Barnes, Supt. of Schools, Midland City, 
Mich.; J. I. Bates, Canadian Literary Institute, Woodstock, Ontario; Ml': 
A. W. Burnet, Mt. Morris' College, 111.; Miss H. M. Collier, High School, _ 
East Saginaw, Mich.; ~iss K. E. Coman, Wellesley College, Mass.; Mr. 
C. H. Dubuar, Laingsburgh, Mich.;' J. T. Ewing, Commercial Coliege, 
Ionia, Mich.; Miss M. H . Graham; Lincoln Univ., St. Louis, Mo. ; Mr. N. 
W. Haire, Supt. of Schools, Rockland, Mich.; Mr. J. E. Hunt, Prin, of< High 
School, Lapeer, Mich.; J. R. Laing, Supt. of Schools, ,Flushing, .Mich.; Mr._ 
L : S. Norton, Supt. of Schools, Vassar, Mich.; Miss C. E. Parish, High , 
School, Pontiac, Mich.; Mr.,.; B. Pond, High School, .Ann Arborr Miell. f ' -
' . 
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Mr. A. J. Potter, High School, Washington, Ohio; Mr. O. C. Seelye, Sup\: 
of Schools, Owosso, Mich.; Mr. J. W. Smith, Supt. of Schools, Monroe, 
Mich.; Mr. J . R. Thomas, High School, Kendallville, Ind. ; Mr. C. W· 
Tufts, Sheboygan, Wis.; Miss Van Hoosen, High School, East Saginaw, 
Mich.; Miss Lydia Van Hoosen, Middl';!town, N. Y. 
The school board of Manistee, by a majority of sixty, decided last Monday 
night to discontinue the reading of tIle Bible in the public schools. 
Principal McVicar, of the State Normal and Training School Potsdam, N. 
. Y., has accepted the principal.ship of the State Normal ~chool at Ypsilanti. 
He will enter upon his duties November I. .. 
Saginaw County .-Professor T . D. Brown, a graduate of the Toronto Nor' 
mal School, is the new principal of the Chesaning school.--A County 
T~achers' Association has just b~en formed, with Albert M •. Fisher as Presi-
dent.--Mr. J. W. Manning will have charge of the Byron public school for 
the current year. 
Bay County.-A County Teachers' Association was organized at the close 
of the Teachers' Institute, August 20, with Mr. A. L. Williams, of Sterling, 
as President. 
The School Board of Mt. Pleasant have engaged a full corps of teachers 
for the ensuing year-all Normal School graduates. They intend to erect 
the ensuing year a new union school building. The people of Isabella county 
are alive to the interests of education. 
M. E. Belsher, for six years principal of the Midland City public school, 
is practicing medicine at Farwell. 
Mr. Ed. Brigham, who was so successful in his late trip to South America 
to collect specimens of natural history for the Battle Creek high school mu· 
seum, has been engaged by the Albion, · Olivet, and Advent Colleges to do 
similar work. He expects to leave on his second trip to .the West Indies and 
South America about the first of October. 
Four hundred and fifty dollars are to be expended in the purchase of books 
for the Battle Creek high school library this fall : 
prin. N. H. Walbridge takes the Newaygo school this year. This insures 
success . Mr. Walbridge was la,t year in charge at Cedar Spring s, and came 
pretty near faIling into the hands of the Buckeyes. Newaygo saved him. 
Supt. A. J. Daniels was reelected at Grand Rapids though against some 
opposition. Growlc::rs will arise even where the schools are most wisely 
. managed. 
Supt. E. C. Crowell from Owosso takes charge at Wayne. He is a good 
worker.and the sc;hools at Wayne are sure of good management. 
Prin. W. S. Webster has his salary increased $[00 at Ovid. The high 
school is very prosperous. There were seven graduates last year. 
Prof. J. N. Foster will continue to superintendent the Ludin'gtofl s~hools. 
He will have fourteen assistant teachers. The new school ' building will be 
occupied at the opening of the term. 
H. R. Gass rema!ns principal at Janesville. 
Supt. W. J. Cocker, Adrian; H. N.French, Kalamazoo; and A. G~ Owen, 
Lapeer, remain in their old positions at the head of the schools. 
, Robert S. Grant takes . the school at Lowell; J. Warnick Jr., at · Spring ' 
Lake. 
The state board of education at its recent meeting in Lansing granted cer-
tificates of the first grade to V. B. Cochran, superintendenfof the Greenville 
schools, Miss J. A. King, superintendent of the CharlQtte sc,hools, and Mrs. 
L. S. Selfridge, preceptress of the Jackson city high school. 
The Port Huron Commercial says: "The generosity of the present board 
of education iR simply beautiful. At their last m.eeting they hired teachers 
and increased their salaries $1 per month. A majority of them now receive 
the enormous sum of 8S cents per day. Very few attempt to pass an exami-
nation to get a position as a teacher in our s.::hools until they have graduated 
- from "ur high school, and even then there is no certainty of their passing the 
teacher's examination. They spend years preparing themselves for teachers, 
and then get barely enough to b6ard themselves. If the necessities of the 
city really demand such disgraceful salaries, we advi~e the schoo~ ~ard to 
tum the hlgh school ,into an es:abhshment for tea;chmg. y?ung ladles the 
dressmaking business, as there lS no\ a dressmaker m Mlchlgan who under· 
stands her business, but what can make from $[.00 to $1.50 per day ,and 
board, the whole year round." 
How different this view of the benefit of our public school~, taken from the 
Ypsilantian from that expressed by some of our Kalamazoo fnends: "Can Ypsi· 
lanti not tra~e her loss of inhabitants to the belittling of he~ public sc~~ols ? 
We will not pretend to say, but we desire .to call the ·at~enhon. of our ~luzens 
to the fact that during the greates~ prospen:r of t~e se!lllnarv, and while t~e 
school'S reputation stood highest m the state, Ypsilanti was looked upon as a 
growing place. In 1870 the last large class. was gradu.ated: .At that time 
A'11n Arbor was much weaker than ~now: • ThiS year Y pSl~anu grad~ates fi ~e, 
and Ann Arbor over fif\)'o Yp~ilanti ha!i lqst nearly 500 10 populauon" whlle 
," 
Ann Arbor has gained [,000. This in the face of the fact that manufacturing 
employs dollars here to cents there. Let our citizens make a note of it." 
. -A,m Arbor Courier. 
Principal C. A. Cook has charge of the Dexter public schools the coming 
year. He will be assisted by Miss Julia Ward, preceptress; Miss E . Palmer 
grammar department; Miss L. Guerin, primary department; Miss J. COX 
teacher in ward school. 
The study of music will hereafter receive specia:l attention in Ann Arbor. 
By action of the Board of University Re/:ents last June, Prof. C. B. Cady, 
a student from Leipsic 'and later a teacher at the Oberlin Conservatory of 
Music, wai appointed Instructor in Music at the University. Prof. Cady has 
prepared and issued an Announcement of the Courses of Study in Music in 
the University, and also an announcement of the organization of a School of 
Music in Ann Arbor, outside of the University but 10 accordance with .the 
recommendation of the Faculty of Literature, Science, and the Arts, for in· 
struction in Vocal and Instrumental music. Tbe school will 'open Sept. 14. 
The annual report of the Saugatuck schoob, made.by Principal W. E. Bel-
lows contains many interelting statiiticI, which we have not room to publish. 
The board adopted resolutions of thanks to him and his teachers for faithful 
performance of duties and tbeir valuable report to the board: 
MINNESoTA.-Prof .. Clarence M. Boutelle and Miss Faimie C. Kimber, bolJ? 
of the Winona Normal School faculty, were married in Newtown, L. I., 
July 22. 
The faculties of the State Normal Schools, a~ far as elected are as follows: 
Winona :-Irwin Shepard, M, A .; principal and instructor in mental sci-
ence, school economy, and Latin-$2,000. 
Clarence M. Boutelle; physical sciences and higher mathematics-,[,200. 
Miss Fannie C. Kimber; methods and superintendence of. practical teach-
ing-I,ooo. . 
M~ss Mar~ha Brechbill; gee2f8;phy, physiology.and natural history-$I,ooo. 
Mlss LOUle M. Benney; Enghsh language and literature-$750. 
Mrs. Blanch D. McKee; vocal music, yoice culture, and elocution-$600. 
M!ss Jennie Ellis; history, civil government, and preparatory studies-,S So. 
Mlsses Anna G. Baldwin-$700, Lillian S. Partridge-$600 and Alice 
H . Bingham-$600, critic teachers .in the model school. ' 
The salary of the teacher of drawing, penmanship, and accounts was plac-
ed at $600, but the teachership was left vacant. . 
Mankato :-Edward Searing ; principal and instructor in Latin, mental sci-
ence, and didactics-$2,ooo . 
Miss Helen Phillips; English literature and inathematics--$I,200. 
Mrs. D. A. Swann; drawin/:. and theory and practice of teaching-$I,ooO. 
Mr. J. H. Dunn; Batural science, and penmanship--$I,ooo. 
Miss A. McCutcheon, grammar and geography-'Soo. 
The teachers in th~ model school were not appointed, the salaries . beinl: 
fixed at $500, and the teachership of vocal music was also left vacant with· 
out the stipend being named. 
St. Cloud-:-Mr. D. L. Kiehle; principal and instructor in Latin, mental 
science and didactics-$2,000. 
Mr: T. J. Gray; nautral science-$I,200. 
Miss Isabel Lawrence; methods and practice, and superintendent of model 
school-[,ooo. . 
M~ H . Celia Higgins; Latin, history, andmflthematics-'750. 
M1SS Ada A. Warner; geography, drawing. and mathematiq;-'750. 
Miss Mary L. Gilman; teacher in model school-$4So. 
Mias Flora M. Truman; teacher in preparatory school-$4oo. 
A teacher of music, penmanship, and accounts was not named, the stipend 
being placed at $1,000. The janitorship was left vacant, with the salary fixed -
at $4(\(). 
Charles S. Bryant, Secretary of the State.High School Board, writes to the 
Pioneer-Press recommending,that the high schools of the state use a uniform . 
record showing the standing of pupils in the various studies. The su/:gestion 
is an excellent one and should receive attention from the State Educational 
Association. 
Miss Sarah M. Boyd, of Nashua, N. H ., who also taught for some time in 
Boston, and has latterly been teaching in the Normal School of tile A:rgentine 
Confederation, has been elected assistant teacher in the Winona high school. 
John H. Phillip~, a graduate of Yale, has been engaged as principal of the 
Duluth schools at a salary of $[,000. 
New fumacell from the }<'lint Furnace Company have been put into the 
Winona high school building. . 
The trustees of Hamline Unh'ersity have elected Rev. C. ·F. Bradley, A. M. 
. B. D., professor of ancient languages· and literature; E. F. MCilrkle, B. D. 
professor of natural science, and Miss Helen Sutherland, A. M.,·professor 'of ' 
mat~ematics. Rev. D. C. John, D. D., is president, and professor of philos-
ophy and English literature. I 
Pro~. Baker, of the University at Des Moines, has been chosen princi~ of 
the MInnesota Academy at o.watonna. . _. . ... 
" i ' 
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_ y/ISCONSIN.-Chester Smith is principal at Winneconne-east side. He 
. is assisted by Jennie Allan. The west side schools opened this week. O. A • . 
Parks is principal, assisted by Miss Emma Cheney and Miss Clara Sumner. 
Prin. H. A. H obart of Neenah has been spending the summer visiting in 
Vermont and the eastern cities. 
Principal F. i.. Green, of Stevens Point, spent ,the vacation with relatives 
in New York state. . 
. Miss Mary Bradbury, wpo has for some time been assist~nt principal of the 
north side school in New London, is attending the Normal School at Osh-
kosh. 
Professor Robert Graham conducted the institute at Omro the last week in 
August. Nearly sixty teachers were enrolled, of line appeara~ce. and good ed. 
ucation. All were in a cheerful mood throughout the session. Mr. Kimball 
rendered valuable assistance in giving instruction. Professor Graham's re-
marks on school organization and management were highly .appreciated by . 
the teachers. Last week the same condu~tors were working in 'the institute 
at Neenah. . 
Much needed improvements have been made in the high school building 
at Omro. 
The school officers of, Elkhorn have decided to have the fall term commence 
Monday after the fair. Heretofore some pupils have made the fair an excuse 
to stay out 'of school the lirst two weeks, and the board propose to accommo-
date them this year so that tliey can commence with the term. 
The Elkhorn Independent speaks as follows 'of the teachers' institute held 
- 1here: 
"The Institute closed last week. The attendance steadily increased through-
out the two weeks, which is indicative of the interest and satisfaction of those 
who attendeu. . Professor Emery is peculiarily adapte.d to this kiitd of work. 
lie puts forth his best energies, is ' kind and considerate with those in his 
charge, leading carefully . tpe timid, shrinking teach~rs, .,:onvincing the ~elf­
assured that they have sl111 somethmg to learn,-in short he appreciates the 
different natures 1,le has to deal with as a true instructor needs to. Mr. Emery 
has been ably assisted by Supt. Taylor, Prof. Sherman, Mr. Lee, and Miss 
Taylor; also by the hearty co-operation of members of the Institute who un-
derstand and appreciate the difference between teaching and bro; beating. 
May the Board of Regents send Walworth county as good conductors here-
after as Prof. Emery. The people ask noth,ing more." 
The Normal and Primary departments at Oshkosh Normal are crowded to 
their fullest capacity. There a~e about twenty pupils in the, Kindergarten. 
The other grades are comfortably full. 
The Delavan teachers this year are as follows : E.Dewey, principal, Miss 
Helen Sturtevant, assistant; Miss Nellie Stevens, principal of grammar de-
partment, ~iss Addie Barnes, assistant; Miss Nellie Barlow, principal of in-
termediate department, Miss Ella Van Dyke, assistant; Miss Nettie Johnson, 
I&t primary; Mrs. Belle Goodrich. 2nd primary; Miss Mary , Cahill, teacher 
of Branch school. 
Principal Allen and his full corps of teachers were reappointed at Geneva 
1 La1te. Miss Burton not desiring to· teach, Miss Franki~ Williams has been 
, . 
engaged to take her place in the primary department. 
, Prof. Emery will continue to serve as principal at Fort Atkinson. 
Prin, O. N. Wagley .and his assistant, Miss Ada Dann, remain at Necedah. 
. J. W .. Congdon has been chosen principal of the South side school at Hart-
ford. For two years past he has, been principal of the Tenth District School, 
Milwaukee. 
Prof. F. H. King was married at the beginning of vacation t~ a lady in 
Berlin. They have spent several weeks at Beaufort, N. C. 
The N ormal ~aculty at Whitewater is re-enforced this year by ' Miss Ellen 
J. Couch in the primary department ; Ellen J. Clothier in the preparatory 
department, with Ellen A. Persons ' as assistant; and Mary L. Avery ,a 
tc:acher. of English in the nOCllial department. Miss Couch is a graduate 0 
Westfield Normal School, in Massachusetts, and studied Primary methods at 
Quincy. ~iss Cl~thier is a teacher of seven .years experience, a graduate of 
Fredonia Normal School, in New York, and also of Mich:gan University. 
Miss Avery is a graduat~ of Vassar Coliege, and for some years bas been 
teacher of Rhetoric iii that institution. 
, . 
Erofessor W. H. DeMotte has accepted the posiHon of superintendent of 
" the ~ansas Deaf and Dumb Institute, at Olathe, Kansas, declining a similar . 
'position in Iowa. 
'Principal Albert .Hardy, of Milwaukee high school, goes to LaCrosse, at a 
salary of ,[,8?,>. Sup' t J. J. Mapel, of McGregor, Iowa, succeeds him at 
'2,~, Mr. ?rIapel is a graduate of the University of Mic~igan and has taught 
'four or Jive years at McGregor with the best of success. He will, bring the 
r ' •. _ Milwaukee hi&h SQhQol to a high stand~~ of SQholarsbip and diKiplinc. 
TROUBLE AT THE CORTLAND STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
NEW YORK . 
Early in tbe summer State Sup't Gilmour, by virtue of the authority which 
he supposed the law placed in his hands, requested Principal J. H. Hoose of 
thc Cortland State Normal School to tender his resignation of the positio!l . 
held by him. Not wishing to act in a~matt~r of so much importance without 
being fully informed of the reasons for the ' Superintendent's request, af~er 
consultation with the board of director:;, Mr. Gilmour was invited to state the 
grounds for so authoritative and imperative a demand. This he refused to 
do, but Without further ceremony declared the office of prillcipal vacant. 
Prin. Hoose then wrote the Superintendent a long letter in which he stated 
the reasons why he felt impelle.d to decline to recognize the Superintendent'.s 
authority to remove him from office so peremptorily, and signified his purpose: 
to retain the position, being sustained in his views and purpose by the major- . 
ity of the local board. Mr. Gilmour then condescended to reply at considel'!lble 
length, giving his reasons for demanding Prof. Hoose's resignation, and in-
sisting upon a vacancy in the principalship. 
After more correspondence between Sup't Gilmour and the local board, 
the Superintendent notilied the board and teachers that he had appointed 
Prof. J . M. Cassety, of Fredonia, acting principal, at a salary of '2,500, and 
instructed Professor Cassety to assume the dutie~ of principal at once and de-
mand the books, papers, and documents which should be 'in the possession 
of the principal. The local board .promptly resolved not to recognize Prof-
essor Cassety as p~ncipal. Propositions for temporary settlement of the 
difficulty were made both by the local board and Mr. Gtlmour, but not ac-
cepted. The board advertised ~.at the school would open as usual, under 
Pridcipal Hoose, Sept: I, at '8,45 A. M. ProfessLlr Cassety was sent by the 
Superintendent to demand the books, papers, etc., and to open the school; _ 
and Dr. Hoose was also instructed by the local board to fully explain the 
condition of affairs to the members of the faculty and assure them of their 
salaries if they should report for service, but that they would not be paid or 
retained by th.e board, should they not so report. Thus matter stood at the time 
for the opening of the term of school, Sept. I. The Evening Herald of Sy: 
racuse of that day containi a graphic sketch of the scene at Cortland, written 
by an intelligent observer whose signature our readers will recognize as be-
longing to the editor of the School Bulletin. This letter will show The state 
of feeling as well as the facts as they existed on the morning of Sept. I, and 
we feel justilied in publishing it from the general interest with which it will • . 
be read by all. • 
CORTLAND, Sept. I, 1880 • . 
Editors Evening H~rald: . 
This was to be the day big with fate to the Cortland Normal School andlhe 
village was astir early. Professor Ho: se entered the liuilding at 7:30 o'clock. 
Prof. Stowell, of the natural science department, Miss Elizabeth Rase, princi. 
pal of the intermediate department, Miss Cole, principal of the primary de-
partment, Ml'l\. Halbert, teacher of vocal m.usic and drawing, Prof. Somber-
ger, teacher of English, Physicsj and Latin, and Mfss Saunders, teacher of 
methods, came in successively, the last before 8:[5. These ' are the teachers 
who dill not report tO IProf. Cassety·yesterday, as directed by the State Super-
intendent, but who stand by the Local Board and Dr. Hoose. The other 
live-Profs. Capen and Milne, Misses Hendrick and Booth, and Mrs. Corlew 
-take their chances with Prof. Cassety. 
Norman Chamberlain, Secretary of the Board, was the lirst of the members 
'to come, being let in like all the rest by the janitor, who is the most enthusi-
astic and triumphant of all Dr. Hoose's adherents. Then came Mr. Taylor, 
the sturdy treasurer, Dr. Hyde, the president, Mess~s. Smith, Brewer; Duell, 
and Newkirk. Every one of the seven who have stood so nobly by each oth~ 
er and by the school was present, and determmed, and conlident. -Mr. Kel-
logg, too, counsel for the Board, lUld Mr. Buell, editor of the News, were. 
among those let in early. , 
The program prepared by Prof. Cassety was known to these men. His plan-
was to go into the chapel at morning exercises, take a seat by Dr. Hoose, and 
after devotional exercises to rise, read his letter of appointment, and command 
the teach!frs and students to obey him. As the chapel would be crowd~d, 
confusion and perhaps a riot would follow. At any rate the school would be 
broken up. How to prevent this was the' problem with which the Board had 
to contend, and they mastered it. 
';U 8:30 approached the crowd outside grew d~nse and excited. Half the 
village seemed to be there, and all were watching the bell and the entrance. 
At 8:130 the bell rang and the door·opened. In rushed students, old .and new., 
citizens, boys, and Messrs. Carmichael and Squires, the Gilmour members of 
the' board. Both greeted Dr. Hoose, who sat at the principal's desk. in the 
office, and passed on into an ' inner, robm, where the rest of·the board ~e~e 
assembled. Soon Prof. Cassety came in, nervous, but evidently determln~d 
to carry out his j~tructions with di~ity. He 'shook hands wi.th Dr •. Ho~se 
and also passed into the inner room. .Th'e live teachers who Sided Wl.th him 
I came into the 'office to remove their· wraps, but remained aloof, only Miss Roe 
biddilli Dr.' HOOIIe aood momina. . '_ ' -
. ~ , ~ 
, I •• 
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Tn the meantime all the new students who entered had been handed the 
following circular : 
NOTI CK TO ST UD E NTS. 
I 'Former students will p roceed immediately to fill out the uofficememorand um," andgo 
to the offi ce a nd obtai n a Hpermit to classes! ' . 
2. N ew s tudents will go at once to room N o. 8S, west hall, and enter upon theirexamina-
riOlis . . • . 
3. The text · book library will be open at ~:30 P. M ., in order to give out book. to all stu· 
dents who ha ve secured flpc rmi ts to clasres, ' by tha t hour. 
.(. Office hours: A. M.- S.30 to II· 30. P . M.-x.30 to 3·30. ' 
W I! DNBSDAV, SnPT, I , tSSo. J. H . HOOSE, Principal 
F. H YDe, President. . 
N. CHAM8KR ~A[NJ Secretary. 
The students were sent at once to a room up stairs where they were out of 
the confusion. The olil students made themselves useful in directing these new 
recruits and in keeping everything quiet. 
Meantime, Prof. Cassety and his friends were getting uneasy. Their dra-
matic scene was to occur in the chape\. It was almost time for the exercises 
and no preparations were made for it. One of them slipped up the stairs imd 
found this paper pinned on the door: 
"No Chape! E xercius To-day." 
He came back in consternation . Their little plan had been cleverly and 
quietly check· mated ! 
But at 8:45 Dr. Hyde wrapped on the desk, and asked for attention. 
"The Local Board," he announced, "to whom the State has entrusted the 
mar.agement of this school and the. care of this building, herewith declare 
this Normal school open for the com1Og year, under charge. of . its principal, 
Dr. Tames H. Hoose, to whom all teachers and students will 'report at once 
for duty and immediately begin work." 
"They are already at work," Eaid Dr. Hoose, as was indeed the case, all 
having been assigned to their rooms and directed what to do, long ,before the 
doors were opened. 
At this point Prof. Milne gave the signal to Prof. Cassety, who came for-
ward and said : ' 
"Dr. Hyde, I appear here as acting principal, by order of the State Super-
intendent of Public, Instruction. May I not have opportunity to address these 
students and teachers ?" 
"Certainly," replied Dr. Hyde; "they are all here, I think." 
"But are they not to meet in ,the chapel?" 
"Not this morning. We thought, in view of the excitement that it would 
be better to omit the usual exercises. But you can make what~ver announce-
ment you choose here." . 
"Prof. Milne, will you see that all the teachers are present?" said Prof. 
Cassety, and' when he' was assured of it, he stood in the doorway between the 
the, prin cipal's ro m and the hall, a~d addressed. the crowd that filled every 
available foot of space. He r.ead hiS letters of 1Ostruchon, already referred 
to in the Herald, and then said: 
"Dr. Hyde, you see by these instructions that I am directed to take charge 
of this build10g and this school, Do you propose to obstruct me?" 
" The Local Board do not recognize you as principal, and cannot give you 
charge" replied Dr. Hyde, courteously but firmly. . 
"I a:n commanded," continued Prof. Cassety, "to demand the books and 
p"pers in charge of the principal of this school. Do you refuse to turn them 
. over to me,?,' , 
"The Local Boar~ cannot turn them over to you." 
'.Then I must follow my instructions further," said Prof. Cassety; !'and be-
fore doing so I wish to say that I am simply acting under orders and that I 
, have no personal feeling whatever. From this Board I have received courteous 
treatment, and I believe they are acting as they consider themselves bound 
by their official relations. But according to instructions given me, I must 
read the following telegram, dated at Albany at five o'clock last evening." 
Accordingly he read a te~egram signed by Mr. Gilmour directing him in 
case he was refused P?SSeSSlOn to or.der all teachers from the building, and 
saying that he would 10stantly dismiSS every teacher who remained. 
He then gave the order in a loud voice, went, out himself, and was follow· 
ed by the five teachers heretofore named. 
A~ Prof. Cassety concluded, there was some applause, followed by some 
hissing. The crowd was evidently in an ' excited ' state and needed only 
slight provoc~tion to fall to b.lows. Only th'e sbrewd action of the,Board in 
dispensing With chapel exerCises, and the presence at Dr. Hoc>se's right hand 
of two constable; , together with the mo;t inflexible determination on the 
' paft of the friends of the school, prevented a scene which would have dis 
. graced the build10g lLnd the village. As it was, all tendency to violence was 
at once repressed. 
"We can have no riot here," said Dr. Hyde. "Than.k God)He never have 
had yet a'ld we never mean to have. But the school is open, Dr. Hoose is 
rincipal, and everything will go on. as usual." . 
.IP So the crowd dispersed and the Village breathes more freely than It has be-
fore in weeks. There seems now no possibility of disturbing the school until 
the matter comes pelceably before the courts and is ~here de~ided, . 
All throug\) the excitement Dr. Hoose had sa~ qUietly at hiS desk, assign-
ing the new students to their room;; But when It was all over and the Board 
sent a 'committee in from their meeting to say that there could not longer be 
any questiollOf his being principal, and to ask what h~ would recommend as 
to ,the filling of the five vacant places, het broke d~wn. . . 
As he ente'red 'the room where the Board were 10 seS';lon, he fau}.> sobbed: 
"You must pardon me," "I have b;>rn up:,-l1 these weeks with~ut fl inching, 
but now that the crisis has ,passed and in sptte of every effort whIch has been 
made, -the school' has opened und~r me as principal, I feel the reaction. Bear 
WIth me, gentlemen. I shall recover myself iOOn. But 0, how I \pank yo,u 
' for-the way yoa rave stood by me." . 
Befo~e the Board adjourned the following teachers were appointed to the 
vacancIes: In'plac~ of !'rof. Capen; Mr. Eugene Smith 01 the senior class 
of Syracuse Umverslty; 10 p.lace of Prof. Milne, Mr. Bennett, son of Prof. 
C. W. Bennett of Syracu~e; 10 place of Miss Booth, Mrs. Surnberger, and in 
place of Mrs. Corlew, MISS Kienan. Miss Hendrick's place was not yet filled, 
W?en I came away at ten o'clock the school was in session and the village 
qUiet. 
"But by Jehosuphat, you don' t know how little it would bave taken to start 
bl?w~," said a worthy citizen to me at the depot. "The Normal school cost , 
, tbls VIllage a,go~d deal, and has done a good deal for us, and we don't pro-
pose that Nell Gilmour shall use it as an educational custom house." . 
C. W. BARDERN. 
, THE GEOGRAPHY CLASS. 
Two leaders are chosen, who each select in turn until all the players are 
taken, and are formed in two lines facing ,each other, a chair for each being 
placed behind him. The leader on one side calls out some letter, arid say 
"Sea," or mentions some ot~er body of water. The leader on the other side 
immediately names one beginning with the letter, and each one on his side 
gives anotber in rapid succession. If there is a pause, the leader of side No. 
1 counts ten rapidly, and calls "Next;" the player who calls answers, and 
the one who missed takes his seat. If a mistake is made by giving a wrong 
name to the piece of water called for, as by calling a river by the name of asea 
or isthmus, or by giving the wrong letter as its first one, and it is not corrected 
by some member of the same side before the leader of the opposite side calls 
out "Miss," then all of side NO.2 must take their seats, which counts two 
for side No. I. 
The leader of side No.2 requests all his side to ~gain stand in line, with 
the exception of those who missed, and calls out some piece of land, as 
mountain, state, county, etc., and a letter, which the opposite side answer in 
the sal,Ile way, and if every' one succeeds in answering to the call, and each 
one gives a correct reply, w:thout mistake, t\ley score three for their own side' 
The game is won by the side that first scores ten; and as all who have mi~~ed 
must keep their seats until the end of the play, they have abundant opportu-
nity for laughing at ,the mistakes which are made by their friends. If it 
should happen tbat the leader of one side has no one to call upon to stand in 
line, he 'is obliged to answer alone; and if he also fails, the victory belongs to 
the other, even If they have not scored ten. 
Another game 9f geography is played by t'ach person taking pencil 
and paper, and in a given time-say, five minutes-writing as many geo-
'graphical names, beginning with a certain letter, as he can remember. When 
"time" is called, a player reads his list, and any name that he has, and the 
others have not, counts as many for him as there are players beside himself • 
Each then reads his list in tur.' , and the one who scores the greatest num-
ber, when all have read, wins the game. If during the reading any name is 
challenged, and the writer is unable to describe it, if it be a river, sea, bay 
etc., or locate it if it is a city, town, or cape, every other player counts one' 
-Harper's- Youtlg People. ' 
"WE'VE GOT 'EM." 
In number 166 you ask: Do not western teachers want a western journal 
. of Education? Ought not the West to have a live, well-conducted and in-
dependent edllcational weekly? 
Being a subscriber since the very first number oflhe WEEK1:.v allow-me to 
say, that as long as you continue to publish such practical articles as the 
above mentioned number contains, viz.: A. P. Marole's "Educational Kear: 
neyism," "Seme School, Superintendents," to say nothing of the fullstat~ news 
and other matter, we may safely say, Mr. Editor, "that we've already got 'em_" 
EDWAIlDSVILLE, Ill,, 'Aug. 24, 1880. H. K. 
-The grandma of a httle four.year-old had been telling her one day not 
to say that people lied, but rather that they were mistaken. Her grandma 
to amuse her, told her a bear.story, wbich was a tough one to believe. After 
she had finished, the little girl looked up into her face and excb.imed, "Gra~d-­
rna, that is the biggest mistak~ I ever heard." 
-George Ripley, LL.D" for thirty-one years literary editor of the N. Yo 
Tribtme, !!ond associate editor with Charles Pi.:. Dan.a of Appletons' Cyclope-
~ia, died JuJy 4. Dr, Ripley was p~esident of the Tribune Association. He 
was born in 1802, and graduated at Harvard in 1823. He has been for many 
ye.m chief l,itera!"y adviser 'of the firm uf Harper & Bros., and was promi-
nen, in literary circles in America and Europe. ' 
-Prof. C. 'A. Young, a trustee of Mt. Holyoke ,seminary, has receiv~ 
'10,000 to be mil {os ihe ~oDi~\iQn Q! ron o'-r-v.&toliY for the iDltitutioL 
, . ./ '" 
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THE WORLD. 
NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, SEPT. 6. 
-The meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence, held in Boston the last days of August, was the most largely attended 
session ever held by that body. There were about 1,000 members present, 
and 417 new members were enrolled at this meeting. 
-The troubles with Turkey continue to grow more and niore threatening. 
An irade was issued Sep. 3, authorizing the immediate surrender of the town 
of Dulcigno to Montenegro. The Montenegrins have already occupied some 
minor points in the ceded distri):t, but the Albanians are determined not to 
_ yield, and are becoming greatly excited. The naval de~onstralion has been 
positively decided upon, but itis believed the powers wiIl have to land troops 
• in order to effect the cession. 
-Chief Sapovonari was selected at the Grand Council of the Utes to be 
Ouray's successor, as was expected. The treaty with the Utes has been 
, signed. and they will receive the lands in northwestern Colorado in exchange 
for those they now occupy. 
-The arrival of General Roberts at Candahar was the signal for a com-
plete triumph of the English arms, and the utter rout of Ayoob Kahn's forces. 
The English are now undecided as to whether it is best to annex Candahar 
or not. 
-Mr. Moody has successfulIy established a s~minary for young ladies 
without much money, at Northfield, Mass. The board and tuition together 
will cost the girls only '100 a year. The s~min~ry is intended particularly 
for those girls who live in towns where there is no academy or high school. 
Everything is put on ~he basis of the most rigid economy. All their work is 
to be·done by the girls' themselves. Twelve Indian girls, selected by Mrs. 
Tuttle, the principal, are among the' first students admitted. The fall term 
'will begin.the 15th inst., with a probable attendance of 100 students. 
-A gradually widening breach exists between the two houses of the British 
&rliament. Parnell adhered to his purpose to add the clauses of the regis-
trationbill to the appropriation bill, and Mr. Forster, Chief Secretary ior 
Ireland, while opposing Parnell's measure, blamed the Lords severely for 
tl)eir contemptuou~ treatmel)t of the registration bill. He remarked in the 
House of Commons that if such proceedings were persisted in there would 
come a time when some change in the constitution of the House of Lords 
would be necessary. Sir Stafford Northcote replied in an emphatic protest 
against such expressions, which caused considerable of a sensation. 
-One of the most terrible disasters at sea lately recorded is the loss of the 
steamship City of Vera Cruz off the Florida coast, during the prevalence of a 
terrible cyclone 'which,swept over the Gulf of Mexico. Several other vessels 
·were-also 'probably lost by·the same c:y,clone. The' Florida coast is . si~ewn 
with , wu:ckage for a distance of a hundred miles. -
. -Rev. H. A. Tobin, lately of Lafayette, Ind.,' has 'accejited. the Greek 
professorship in Asbury University, Greencastle. 
. ' -The citizens of St. Louis" Mo., presented W. T. Harris with a 
medal on his retirement from the superintendency of. the city schools. On the 
one side it bears the symbol of education and the names of such teachers and 
'Philosophers as Socrates, Aristotle, Pestalozzi, Hegel, Arnold, and our own 
Horace Mann. On the other Side the following inscription: "From citizens 
qf St. Louis to William T. Harris, LL. D., in grateful recognition of twenty-
_three years of faithful service as teacher, prin_cipal, assistant superintendent, 
and' superintendent of the St. Louis public schools-1857-1880." , 
-The Charleston News ana Courier, S. C., reports the State Normal In-
stitute held at that place last month under the direction of Prof. Louis Soldan 
0.£ St. Louis, as a grand success. Of Pr~f. Soldan it says: "Prof. Soldan h~ 
wonderful magnetism. He draws his pupils to him at once. In this first 
- day's work he has inspired confidence in 'his ability, and shown such a sym-
sixty.three feet in 100, and the cars moved by cables Ilnd 11 stationary engine' 
The height is but 4,000 feet above the sea·level, and will not.,compare with 
the engineering skill of the Union Pacific Railroad, where the highest point is 
double that of Vesuvius The long, tiresome ride up Vesuvius of seven hours 
is now made in eight minutes. The Vesuvian Railroad would, doubtles~, 
have been sooner' built if engineers had not deemed "it almost.impossible to se-
cure ' the rails to soil of so crumbling a nature on so steep a grade. As built, 
a thick platform of wood, not unlike a gigantic raft, is laid over the whole 
road-bed, and the rails are thus cleared of the shifting cinders, lava, and de-
tritus which made up the cone. The station is twenty-one feet under the lava, 
and it is thought that in case of eruption (the last was in 1876) the destruction 
of the railr.oad would not necessarily follow _ 
-There is one editor in the South who has an appreciation of good schools, 
and would like to see the people of the Sou them States open their eye~ to 
their greatest need-a well sustained system of public schools for the educa-
tion of the rising generation. An intelligent, industrious class of people in 
the majority in the South would soon transform that fair country int') one of 
the choicest and most inviting on the face of the earth. The North Carolina 
Morning Star speaks as follows in a recent editorial: 
"With a broad'gauge educational system, with a larger fund appropriated 
to the uses of education, with better teachers, longer terms, and better school-
houses, the people of North Carolina will be approaching the measure of 
their duty to the hundreds of thousands of children in the state. There is no 
excuse in 1880 for the school-houses being log shanties where there is dis-
comfort alld death. Let us ,demand a change in everything connected with 
our common school system. We flatter ourselves in our ignorance that we 
are doing wonderfully well, but if we go to Massachusetts, for instance, and 
investigate for ourselves, we could then learn how very little we are doing 
for the children of North Carolina. ' 
-The firm of Davis, Bardeen & Co., publishers and booksellers, Syracuse, 
N. Y., is dissolved. The retail business in books and ~tationery will be car-
ried on in the same store by the new firm of Davis & Greenway. The School 
Bulletin publications will be hereafter owned and published by C. W. Bar-
deen, at 37 and 39 Clinton street. 
-Number. 8 of the "Humbold Library of Popular Science" is Tlli Study 
of Languagu, by C. Marcel, author of "Language as. a Means of Mental 
Culture." Price, 15 cents. ' J. Fitzgerald & Co., New York. 
, -Prof. Wm. M. Blackburn, D. D., of the Presb)'terian Theological Semi--
nary of the Northwest, hru; received a call to the Chancellorship of the West-
ern University of Pennsylvania, at Pittsburg, at a salary of $3,000 a year. He 
has not yet signified his acceptance. 
--The Book.keeper is the name of a new semi-mo'nthly publication, 115 and 
117 Nassau street, New York, which assures its readers it has come to stay-~ 
o~e year at least. The first number is clean, attractive, and co~tains sevenJ 
instructive articles on keeping accounts. 
FOR FRI.DA Y AFTERNOONS • 
THE CAT'S BATH • 
As pussy sat washing her face by the gate, 
A nice little dog came to have a good chat, 
And, after some,talk about matters of state; 
Said, with a low bow, "My dear M'rs. Cat, 
I really do hope you'll riot think I am rUd,e; 
I am curious, .J know, and that you may say, 
Perhaps you'll be angry,-but no, yo~'re too good, 
Pray, why do you wash in that very odd, way? 
Now I, every day, rush away to the lake, 
And in the clea,r water I dive and I swim; -, 
I dry my wet fur with a run and a shake, 
And am fresh as a rose, and neat as a. pin. 
But you any day in the sun may be seen 
Just rubbing yourself with your little red tongue,-
I admire the grace with which it is done,-
, pathy wi~ the teacher's work that all are delighted with the selection Major ' I 
'F.hompson has made." 
But really, now, are you sure you get yourself clean?" 
The <;at, who sat swelling with rage and surprise, 
At this could no longer her fury contain; 
For she had always suppo~ed herself rather precise, 
And of her sleek neatness had been somewhat vain. 
So she flew at poor doggie, and boxed both his ears, 
Scratched his nose and his eyes, and spit in his face, 
And sent him off yelping; frolP which it appears 
-A great eduC4tional institution has been projected'by Mrs. A. T. Stew-
art and Judge Hilton, as executors d the late A. T. Stewart's will. It is to be 
located at !}arden . City, Mng ~sland, near Stewart's Episcopal Cathedral. 
. Male and female colleges will be erected the cost of whic'h with their en-
dowments, will reach the sum 'of $4,000:000. They sre-inte~ded to be,the' 
, }argest in Ame?ca, and non-sectarian. Expenses to students will be placed 
at ~ very l~w figure. The college buildinis, tnree in number, will be remark-
'able for the beauty of ,their .architectUre and t1ie~r magn~ficeht. appointments. 
• ~A railroad now reaches to the top of MoUnt Vesuvius. The graae is 
. -
. Those who ask prying questions may meet with disgrace. 
, • " "'!""Little Folks' Songs. 
The publishers of the WBBKLY want to engage an active, influential teacher .in every 
C;:ounty in the Weat to act as agent. A liberal cpmpensation wiJI be paid. Address tho 
t'liblishers, giving particulars as to_expcnence in teaching, age, references, etc. . . 
, ¥ • 
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NOTES AND QUERIES. 
To CORRII,I>ONDIINTS :-Make queries and an,we,.. short as possible, and clear. Do not 
write them on the same paper with other matters, but always on separate slips, and on but 
one side of the paper. Put but one subject in a query or in an answer. Refer to previous 
queries by numbe. and page. . EDITOR OP N. AND Q. COLUMN. 
No. 20. "Who is the fat contributot?" 
ANS. A. Miner Griswold. 
J. P. B. 
Dr. WILLARD. 
N~. 21. Why does the mercury fall in a barometer as it is carried. up a 
mountain? So they text-books say; but I should think it would rise. 
, O. B. K. 
ANS. It appears from the above query and from the accompanying letter 
that O. B. K. does not understand the construction and operation of the 
barometer. Suppose an open tube shaped like a capital U, with arms over 
34 inches long, and a little more than half fild wilh mercury. Let suclion 
be applied to one arm until mercury has risen in it almost to the top of that 
arm, say to 30 inches from the bend. Why did the mercury rise in that arm; 
Not because suction pulled it up; but because the ocean of air in which We 
hve and move prest into the open arm as fast as air was drawn out of the 
other arm, and ,'pusht the mercury before it . N ow if the suckt arm can be 
closed in such a way as to have no air above the mercury, the pressure of the 
air in the other arm wil keep the fluid ~etal stil pusht up into the closed arm , 
and this or any contrivance on a similar plan. is a barometer. 
Now;he deeper down anything is in the ocean of air, the greater is the 
pressure upon It, just as there is more weight upon the bottom 'of a bin Of 
wheat than upon the sides near the top. Hence if a barometer be carried up 
a 'mountain, the pressure grows lesand les, and is not enuf to keep the mer· 
cury pusht up in the closed arm as hi as before, and it falls in that arm and 
rises in the open arm. If this is what O. B. K. means he is ri't. In general 
the open arm of the barometer is short, or a cistern is substituted for it. 
DR. WILLARD. 
MORE MICHIGAN ITEMS. 
Principals engaged: O. C. Seelye, class of '80, University, at Owosso; D. 
Hall at C~sevllle, C. Stanton at Holly, G. W. Davis at Benton Harbor, J. B. 
Glasgow in district 17, city of Jackson, A . C. Martin at Lawton, M. D. Ormes 
at Capac, Albert Jennings at Schoolcraft, H, C. Rankin at Leslie, and C. K . 
P~rrine at Vassar. 
Certain parties at Sali~e called a special s:hool meeting t? censure the 
h I board for re-engagIDg the present supenntendent, who nas filled the s~s~~on for the past two years. After working hard f?r many days they per-
p d d nine voters out of 260 to say that the board mIght have done better. SU\ ~efore adjourning, however, a unanimous vote of thanks was tendered 
JhUS board for their impartial action in engaging the corps of teachers, closing 
t e . d D ' E . ,, ' 
'th cheers for the supennten ent.- drOIt venzng JVews. . 
WIS. G. Burked will superintend the Traverse City schools next year. 
C. L. Houseman will remain as superintendent at Muskegon next year, at 
a salary of $1,350 • . ' 
I. W . Ewing has been engaged as superintendent of the Ionia city schools 
for another year, at a salary of $ 1,400. 
W. D. Washburn, late principal of the Three Rivers school, .will serve as 
principal of the Muskegon high school the ensuing year, his salary being $900 
J. M. McGrath, for a number of years the efficient superintendent of the 
Corunna schools, has resigned, and ~i1l abandon the profession of teaching 
to enter upon tha~ of the law. 
====== 
Tne ' Spdl-bound Fiddler: A Norse Romance. By Kristofer Janson. Trans-
lated from the original by Auber Foreslier. With an Introduction by 
Rasmus B. Anderson. Chicago: S. C. Griggs & Co" 1880. Price, $1.00. 
Interest in the Nor?e 'language and literature is greatly in-
r.reasing,· both in Europe and America. Kristofer Janson is one 
of the most earnest and successful of Norway's poets, novelists 
and' public speakers, whose l~bors are devote~ to. ~he ~s,tablish­
ment of an independent natIonal language m hIS natIve land. 
He has written 'a short and simple romance, bas!!d upon facts 
in ' the life of a poor Norwegian peasant whose natural powers to 
play the fiddle were second only to Ole Bull. T?e facts on 
hich. the story is based are presented by Professor Anderson 
.: an extended Introduction, as ~ell as several thrilling anec-
dotes,. showing how lavishly the pe~ants of Norway are endow-
ed with musical talent. 
.', The part whi~h Ole Bull i~ made to play in the story, with 
the facts set forth respecting him by ProfessQr Anderson, will 
ncrease the interest with which those who have heard the great 
master of the violin will read the book. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-I consider the WEEKLY the best educational paper 1 get.-Supt. S. A. 
Colwell, Pulaski county, Ill. . 
-Have taken your paper for several years, and find it a source of great 
help.- Clarence, Iowa. 
:-1 like your paper very muck, and as long as I teach I do not intend to. 
be without it.- Quincy, Ill. [You ought not to stop the paper when you 
stop teaching.] 
- Your paper is very useful to me, not because so man ~uperintendents 
and principals approve it, but its pages are so sprinkled with hints, sugges-
tions, rules, laws, etc., etc., to assist a teacher,-not while in some city school 
-next year. but in our country schools, out on the prairie, no'll!. - Concord, 
Iowa. 
-THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, published by S. R. Winchell & Co., Chi-
cago, 111., is one of our most valuable exchanges. It comes to u~ this .week 
full of excellent ideas on educational matters.-Tke Educator. 
, 
-I have used Wedgwood's Topical Analysis the .· past five months.in mx 
school with success. I know that 1 -shall continue to use it in my school next · \ 
year. It can not be otherwise than a success where used.-T..7. Brant, 
Essex , Iowa. 
- The Noyes Dictionary Holder has been greatly improved in appearance, 
and also made firmer, by the use of tinned wire. The manufacturer has re-
cently contracted for a large amount of the .best,steel wire known, to_manu-
facturers, to bemade expressly for the Holder. 
-Samples of the Acme Paper and Pads, with price list, will be mailed 
on receipt of a three cent stamp. These papers are now largely used in all. 
parts of the United State~. The pads are' the most conve.nieilt for · instJtute 
use. They are sold only at wholesale prices. Orders should be sent in 
early. 
-I have had several occasions this summer to recommend Soldan's Grube's 
Metkod as clear and to the point, and as satisfactory as his own work would 
be.-Prof. 7. B , DeMotte, Indiana Asbury University. , 
,-The practical printer 7Iho penned a prean to the pen mu!!t have had on 
his mind one of Esterbrcok's Falcon pens, the most popular in use. • 
-HORSFORD'S ACID I'HOSPHATE makes a 'dellcious drink with water and 
sugar only, and is superi~r to lime juice or lemons for making "le,monade" or 
alcoholic drin ks. 
-Extra c~pies ot this paper will 'be furnished to agents and others ~ho 
wish to present specimen copies at teachers' institutes. Send to us for terms 
to agents. ' Only first. class teachers are wanted to represent this paper, as our 
subscribers come only fro~ that class, and we give only first-class commissions. 
-The publishers of the WI!EKLY offer- no club rates. All subscribers, at' 
inslhutes or other places, pay the same price. No agent is authorized to reo 
ceive. subscriptions for less than the prices named ill this paper. The prices 
are low enough, and' as low as anyone with seU-respect will want to /pay • . 
But some people-without self-respect-will want a discount from any price. 
If you should offer the paper free, they would want a premium thrown in. 
We !lever catch that kind on our list. 
THE COMMON-SCHOOL QUESTION BOOK. Revised and enlarged. A general \ 
review of Common-School Studies. By Asa. H. Craig. Price, '1.50. 
Teachers who have not seen and examined this book ' should lose no time 
in securing a copy. There is not a page that does not contain matter ot: value ~ •. 
land interest. The various topics treated of are as follows: I. United States ' 
History; 2. Geogrllphy; 3. Grammar; 4· Arithmetic; 5. Reading; 6. Or: ' 
thography, Rules of Spelling, Derivation of Words, etc.; 7 , Penmanship; 
8. Participles and InfinitIVes made easy; 9. Civil Government; 10. Parlia-
mentary Laws and Usages; II. Physiology and Anatomy; [2. Physical Ge-
ography. Each department of questions is followed by a department .of an-
swers to saip questions, the an~wers being numbered to correspond with the 
question3. The 'present revised edition contains nearly sixty pages more than" 
former editions, departments having been added on. the subjects of P,enman- i 
ShIp, Parli'i mentary Rules and Usages, and Participles and Infinitives. . 'Fhe-
fact that six large editions of this book were called for last yeill', show.s tlie 




.THE EDU~ATIONAL WEEKLY. 
THE WEEKLY is sent to suhscribers until ordered dis-
contmued and all arrearages all paid as required by law. 
THE NUMBER following your name on the address 
lahel is the last number for which you have paid. 
YOUR NA1\1E can not be found 'on our list unless we know 
the name of your post office and state Please bear 
this in mind 10 writing t~ us.' 
TERMS' OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), .2.50. If paid in advance, , •• 00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50 . If ' u 1.25. 
Three months (10 Nos.) .75. " " .65 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a year in advance. 
ADVERTISING RATES FOR SINGLB JNSBRTION: 
Full Outside Page. ____ ~o.oo I One.half Column (5 in.) '7.50 
Full Inside Page .••••••••• 30.oo I Three Inches . . ---- ...••. . 5.00 
One-halfInside Page __ IB.oo Inch Cards •••••••••. • •• _ 1.75 
Full Column (10 in.) ._. 14.00 I Per Line ....• .•••• ;.......... .15 
Special Notices; 40 cents per line by count. 
DtSC;:OUNTS. 
2 insertioDs 10 per cent. ~ insertions ~o per cent. 
.. 0' 201{ II ' 40 II SO" 
10 30 u 
Advertisements run"i" gone ",onth or mort tart lu6-
lislud ill all the seven monthly editions without extra 
charge. . 
Copy should be received by Saturday noon, previous to 
date of issue. . 
Each advertising page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch twelve lines. 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Orders from strangers must be paid monthly in advance. 
Address all commUD.ications to 
S. R. WINCH1i:LL &: CO., Chlcal(o. 
S T MAR}-' S SCHOOL, KftOxville,Illitutis. A Boatd-Ing SchOOl tor Gitls; First-class throughout; a safe Christian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Reference is made to patrons In nearly every city in the 
West. LtC] c. W . LBPPING'YBLL, D.D., Rector. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN7 of State Normal Univenity. Special attention is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For yean its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard!".lI1d othertint-cla5s colleges, without conditions. 
The Englisb course presents rare opportunities to young men 
preparing for business, or young ladies desirin~ a thorough 
course ofstudy. For further information address E. ]. ] ames, 
M. D., Normal, Ill. 
0 810 CEN1 RAL NORMAL, and Kindergarte .. • Trai"inc School. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, ODe, two, and three years respect-
Ively Incorporated under ~tate Board of T!"'stees .. '1;'his 
is the only Normal School tn the State havtng a dlstmct 
Professional CourSe of Study and Praclice combined with 
the mest thorough academic instruction. 
Address ]OHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Worthington O . 
IL.i.JNOI~ S7ATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOI the special preparation of teachers. The full course 01 
. study requires three years. Tuition j'ru iii those who 
pled&e themselves to teaCh m the state; to others,'3O' per 
year. Hij'h SchoDI D,part""", offen the best advantages 
for prepannl( for college or for busin.... Tuition, '30 per 
year. Grammar School Deparlme .. ' furrushes excellen, 
fiacillties for obtaining a ' good, pracncal education. TUltionr 
'"25 per year. Prinea.." D.partme .. t, a channing place for 
the "little folks." Term begins March B,188o, Forparticu-
llU'I address E,hVln C . Hewett, President,Normai, ill. tf 
We ar~ gr~at'y ;"d~bt~" to your paper for ~r su~­
USS. Mor~ l~tt~rs hav~ bun l'ecriv~d sayzng that 
th~ saw notiu inllour pap~1' than in all 'others com. 
- . !Ji,,~d.-P1J.OF. S. S. HAMILL, ELOCUTI@lNfJST. 
30 SUPERB CARDS neady printed IOC. ApII/s Wdrlted. Outfit IOC. 20 sample., Price list, etc. 3e• 
6eo Varieties. Low prices and L.u.GUT pay EVER OPPBRIID. 
. . Send to day. 
C. A. VICK., 9th St., Arbela, Kich, 
'.' . 
The . Edu~ati0n~lWeekly. [Numbe~I6B 
I " THE :hl[ASON 
PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC. 
500 Problems on 500 Slips ot Card Board, 
with Key, Price of Box ~7.00 Postpaid. 
From PRIN. A. E. BouRNB, Woodstock, Ill. 
'We have tried them and we approve the plan." 
From PHI;'. J. W . COKBNOWBR, Sullivan, III . . 
"I think them a good thing." 
From SUPT. W . W . W: ]ONBS, Lincoln, ;Neb. 
"I think they are fully worth all you claim for them.' 
From PRIN. W . S. MILLS, ]oliet, Ill. 
"They are a great help in the class room." 
From SUPT. AARON GOVE, Denver, Col. 
"I feel sur_ that I shall find them very helpful." 
From Ecle ·tic T,a,h,r, Louisville, Ky. 
"They' are convenient for use in topical examinations .~· 
. to'rom PRIN.]. N. WILKrNsoN, Peoria, Ill. 
"When I taught that subject I bought bristol hoard and 
wrote the topics. It vexes me to think that I dId not have 
yours,-so much neater, and cheaper, and better:' 
POINTS . . 
I. The colors are graded according to the dIfficulty of the 
subject . 
2 . They may be used day after day with the same class of 
pupils,' and be continually fresh to each ~uptl. . 
3. There is no better or quicker way to reVIew, reVIew, 
•• The~!"~~:blemshave beeD sold in seventeen different 
states' 
5. They are intelligently printed and readily understood. 
6. They are practical. 
7. They are not designed as puzzles for high school pupIls. 
and yet they are not too easy for such puptls. 
amples if jive colors will be sent in response to a 
three unt stamp. 
S. R. WINPH£~'aI~liPo:ILL ' 
GINN & HEATH 
Have removed their Western Branch House from 46 Mad-
ison to larger and more central rOOlIlb 
56 State Street. 
Where tbey will be J?leased to see the teachers of the West 
when in Chicago . rheir list of Standard School Books is 
constantly 2rowing in favor with the really PROGRESSIVE 
EDUCATORS of the country. 
ENGLISH GRAMMA~. 
Elementary Lessons in English, by Knox & Whitney . 
Teachers~ edition of above . 
Whitney's Essentials of English Grammar. 
Teachers' Manual of abo"e. 
Gilmore' s Outline-A Manual of General Grammar and 
Introduction to Rhetoric-for High Schools and Academies. 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE, 
Wentworth's Geometry and Algebra. 
Hill's Geometry for Beginners. 
Dolbear &: Gage's Natural Philosopy. . 
Science Primers a.bout Pebbles, Common Plants, Sponges, 
Corals, Mollusca, Worms, Insects, Frogs, Reptiles, Metals, 
and Rocks 
~ GEOGRAPHY. 
"Our World," Nos . I and 2 . 
Fitz Globes 6 and I2 tn . 
loslin Globes 6, I2 and lB. 
lohnson's School Maps. 




Sprague's Irving, Paradise Lost and Lycidas. Also handy 
school editions of Burk, Webster, Bacon (30 essays), Word.-
worth. Colridge, Burns, Addison and Goldsmith. 
Craik'. l'hilological Sludy of "]ulius Cresar ." 
"Parlement of Foules" and "English of XIV Century." 
INTELLIGENT TEACHERS every where need not 
l-e reminded that all first class schools and colleges use 
exclusively 
Allen & Greenough's Latm Course. 
Goodwin &: WlJite's Greek Course, 
Mason's National Music Course. 
Send for full descriptive Catalog. 
GIN~ & HEATH, 
1S6 State Street, CWcago, 
INTERESTING ANNOUNOEMENT 
To Teachers, STudents, Olerks, 
AND OTHERS, 
You can have thorou2h Instruction by mail in any branch 
within the Common and High School Cou'ses, including 
Bookkeeping and Scie. ce . 
This offer is not intended for tbose who can attend good 
scbools, but for those shut out from tbese privileges and 
obliged to climb alone. 
Success guatanteed. Proc... scientific. Work inter-
catinl(. Address 
w. a. MI,LLER, 
BUNKlIlB BILL, Dl. 




Is the OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED I BEST 
EQUIPPED I and hence the 
Leading Railway of the West 
. and Northwest. 
I t ~mbraces under one Management 
2,380 MILES OF ROAD, 
and fonns the following Trunk Lines : 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs &.California Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," . 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Lme,' 
·"Chicago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," . 
"Chicago La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago: St. Paul & Minneapolis L~ne,". , 
"Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Supe~or Ll~e, ;, 
"Chicago, Green Bay & Lake Superior Lme. 
-ITS-
Council Bluffs, . Denver and Cali-
fornia Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and all points In 
iOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING A COLOR-
ADO UTAH NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, uREGON, 
CHINA" ]APAN and AUSTRALIA. Its _ . 
St. Paul and Minneapolis Une 
Is the Best Line betwee n CIC !\GO and all points in 
NORTWESTERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DU-
LUT, and all pe ints in Ihe Great N orthwest. Its 
La Crosse and ~linnesota Line 
15 the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA CROSSE, 
• INONA ROCHESTER, OWATONNA, MANKATO, 
ciT. PETER, NEW UL ',f,and all points in CENTRAIA 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its 
Green Bay and Marquette Line 
Is the Only Line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE 
WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, NEENAH, MEN 
ASHA OSHKOSH GREEN BAY, MARQUETTE 
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK, and Ihe LAKE SUPERIOR 
COUNTRY' Its. 
Freeport and Dubuque Line 
Is the Only Route botween CHICAGO and ELGIN, 
ROCKFORD, FREEPORT, and all points via Freeport. 
Its 
Chicago and Milwaukee Line 
Is the old Lake Shore Route between CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND. PARK WAUKEGAN. RACINE. KEN-
OSHA aud MILWAUkEE ... and Ihe Best Route to SHE-
BOYGAN, MANITWOC, uREEN LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road in the West running Pullman Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. , 
Bea r in mind no other road runs Pullman Hotel Cars, or 
any other form of Hotel Cars THROUGH between Chicago 
and the Missouri River. All Ticket Agents can sell you 
Tbrough Tickets hy thIS Route. . . 
It is the Only Road runmng P ullman Sleep mg. Cars elthe 
way between Chicago and St. Paul, or any pomt north 0 
Chicago. . 
New York Office. 4"5 Broadway. Boston Office. 5 S!"te 
Street. Omaha Office, "324 Farnam Street. ~an FranCISCO 
Office, • New Montgomery Street. Chicago ~Icket Offices 
6. Clark Street under Sherman House: 7S Canal, cor. Mad-
ison Street; 59'State, cor. Randolph Street ; P . Imer Ho~se.: 
Grand Pacific Hotel; KinzieStrcet Depot,cor. West f'n~le 
and Canal Stree s; Wells Street D epot, cor. Wells an" KIn-
zie Streets. 
For mformation, folders, ~ etc ., not obtainable at 
Home Ticket Office address any agent of the Com~'my, or 
MARVIN HUGHiTT ' W . H . STENNEfT, 
Gen'l Manager, ChIcago . Gen' l Pass. Ag't, Chicago 
P~LES FRECKLES AND BLACK HEADS. 
Dr. Geo. N. Sto dard, 1 .. 6 N i ag~ra St., .Butf~1 N. Y ., 
for 30 cents in stamps. mails "MedIcated Cream, an ab· 
solutely ·sure and harmeless cure. It remov,~s ...,er)l .~IU 
tn 4 days, leaving face spodess. Money returned If It falls. 
We know iuo be rellable.-B'!-"'r. • 
. ,' 
~eRt. 9, 1880] 
BOOK-KEEPING. 
The attention of teachers is requested to a new edition 0/ 
, FULTON & EASTMAN'S 
. SINGLE AND DOUBLE ENTRY 
BOOK-KEEPING. 
For twenty years no agency work whatever has been used 
to extend the use of this book, and the remarkable tenacity 
with which it has retained its popularity while rival works 
have been actively and energetically pushed through agents, 
attests the hold Fulton & Eastman's Book-keeping has upon 
the good opinion of educators. 
· Over 150,000 have bee~ sol~, and. th~ d~mand. continue~. 
. Single copies for exammatlOn, wIth a vIew to mtroduct:on 
will be sent by mail, postpai~J upon receipt of 60 cents, an 
'a full set of blanks upon receipt of 45 cents. 
The price of the Text-Book is one dollar, and or six 
blanks, 75 cents. H . :B. NIMS & CO., Troy, New York. 
:rEACHERS! 
THE 
Common-School Qnostion Book. 
A Valuable Book jor every Teacher and Student. 
Entarged Edition, I879. 
By A. H. CRAIG. 
tions clearly answered, compiled.. . {t500 Important and Practical Ques'~500 rom tbe following twelvt: different branches of ~tu y as used 
in our Common aad .HIgh Schools: U. S. History, Geog-
raphy Grammar, Arithmetic, Reading, Orthography, Pen'-
_"ship Participles and Infinitives, Civil Government, Parlia",~ntar>, Law. and Usaget, Physiology and Anat-
omy ,Physical Geography. (The departments in italic. are 
the ~dditional ones.) 
12mo, cloth, 340 pages, 81.50. 
Sample copy sent to any address on receipt of price. 
A GRAND WORK POB RBVIBWS IN SCHOO!:S. 
Club Rates for Teachers. 
AGEN.TS WANTED. 
S. R,. WINCHELL&; CO, 
Publishers, Chicago, Ill. 
NEW HYGIENIC AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS. 
Blbie Hygiene, or Health Hmts. Bya Physician. " 
mo. cloth. Price, 81.25. 
Health aild 'Healthy H .omes, a Guide to Domestic 
Hygiene. By ~orge Wilson, A. M., M. D. 3'4 pp. I • • 
. mo., cloth. Price , '1 .50' 
water Analysis, for Samtary Purposes. " mo., clOth"". 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
publisher, Bookseller and Importer, 1012, Walnut Si. 
· Philadelphia. 




Day Sehools.and.Jnvonilo Classos. 
'. BY GEORGE F. ROOT. 
, ,. well ordered, interesting and carefullv graded course of 
elementary lessons, and a generous ~upply of good attractive 
· SONJGS F~r S%.t.~fn:Notation. Recitation, 
Special Occallions, 
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT 
~'First . Years In Song-Land" 
Is far in advance of any of its predecessors, and outstrips all 
competitors. 216 pages in beautiful style . 
, Be sure to examine "FIRST YEARS IN SONG 
LAND" before you select a book for the fall and 
winter session. 
• Price 50 c. by mail; 85.00 per dez. by express, 
Specimen pages now ready' and sent free on application. 
JOHN CHURCH &; CO., 
66 West Fourth St., 
CINCINNAT I, O. I, 5 Union Square, NBWYOBK 
BOOKKEEPING A 1.' A GLANCE. 
Just out. Teaches double entry thorougbly in a few 
hours~ 11$ .nsed in the largest bouses. Mailed for 50 cents. 
Agents wanted everywhere. ~ 
• E. LEI BERTZ &: CO., . 
'7 Marion St .. New York City. 
/
' l}-WA COLLEGE, Grl"",/l, I_a. For cataior.e, 
etc., addreaa the President, Gao.F.MAGOtnf, D.D. L Chy 
The .Edu~Gat\oRal .YV eekly. 
SPECIAL, LIS1'. 
Noyes' .l)ictionary .Holder. Price, $2.00. With 
latest edition of Webster's Unabridged, $11 :00. 
L fl ncaster SchMI Mottots. By mail, $1.10, 
1 he Mason Prob/ems in Arithmetic: 500 Prob-
lems on 500 slips of variously Colored Card 
Board. Price, with Key, $1.00. 
Acme E xamillation Pape?' and Padro Send stamp 
for prices and samples. 
Wedgwood's Topical Analysis. Fifty cents. 
Grube's Method, by Prof. Lou~s Soldan. Paper, 
20 cts.; cloth, 30 ,cts. 
Henntquin's Ma1:ma, of QtteSti01ZS 01l the French 
Grammar. 25 cents. Sent for examination on 
receipt of 15 cenl S. 
Primary Fridays. 25 cents. 
IOOO Ways of IOOQ Teachers. (In Press.) 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
63 & 65 Washington Street, Chicago, 
Educational Publishers, Booksellers, and Printers 
Any book or other article wanted by teachers or .chool 
boards furnished promptly at the lowest price. Send for 
prlce list of school ' apparatus. . 
KolloRR'S Educational ARoneY'. 
No. 28 E. 14th Street, ~; Y. City. 
FIRST-CLASS TEACHERS 
C~N ALWAYS 'BE SUPPLIED BY US. 
IT WILL PAY EVERY PRINCIPAL WHO SEEKS 
A REALLY GOOD TEACHER ' TO WR17E 
TO US AT ONCE. 
State the kind of school, number of pupils. salary. Wheth-
er lady or gentleman. The studies to be taught and all 
other needfullDformation. 'Enclose stamp for reply. 
E. L. KELLOGG ~ G@. 
' THE Normal Question Book 
Sells in spite of everything. 
Is said to have no equal. 
By many is pronounced tke best. 
Is used in every state. 
Is just the thing for examinations .. 
Is well and handsomely bound .. 
Sells to country teachers on sight. 
Is a favorite with city teachers. 
Recommends itself on 'sight. , 
May be found with every superintendent. 
Beats a 11 others in copies sold. 
Costs only $[.50 by mail. 
Will be sent promptly by 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Educational l'ublishers, Booksellers. and Printers, 
63 & 65 Washington St .. Chicago. III. 
SCHOOL EXERCISE BOOKS. 
Made of BEST MANILA WRITING PAPER, 
bound in 'HEAVY ROPE PAPER CQVERS, with 
wire staples, and in all respects superior to' any of 
tbe che;1p books in the market, and sold at th~ fol-
lowing low prices: 
No. Size. No. P . ges. List pcr 100 Books. 
I 8~X5~ 5~ $5 00 
• 8~"5~ 100 JO 00 
3 8~xs~ 150 15 00 
4 8~X5~ .00 2000 
lJ 6~X8. 40 5 00 
I2 .6 x8 ICO ~o 00 
L~BER~L DISCOUNT ON LARGE pRDERS. 
S. R. WINCHlmL Ii. 00., Chlcaaro. 





Cured .With~nt Me(licines. · 
Our Special GalvanIc Appliances reach at once 
the seat of disease, and their Electro-Galvanic action IS 
upon the cent e of tbe NERVOU:l, MUSCULAR, and . 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, 
SPEEDLY RESTORES THE 
'VITAL FOEl.CES, 
LOST MA:NHO D. ' 
And curing the worst cases of Seminal Weakness , Exhaus-
tion, Impotency, 'and all Diseases and Weakn r-ss of the .. 
Urino-genital organs. 
YOUNG MEN suffering from early indiscreti ,n lack nerve 
force and fail to attain strength . MIDDLE·AGED MEN 
often lack vigor. While OLD MEN attribute t/u ir loss of 
energy and vitality to the natural progre.. of .age 
and decay. To one and all we can say that nature merely 
wants aid, NA TuRAL aid, which our a appliances 
give WITHOUT DRUGGING THE STuMACH. We 
guarrantee a cure in every c c> se short of structunO. de-
generation. Special ' iIlustrated pamphlet sent in sealed 
envelope on receipt of 6 cents postage. Consultation free~ 
Office hours, 9 A M. to 5 P. M. 
WO}\[E~ suffering from any weakness peculiar to their 
sex should send for OUT .pedal circular explaining .our im .. 
improved ele.ctrical Ovarian Supporters, etc. . ' 
AMERICAN GALV~NIC CO., 
134 }\[adlson St., Chicago, ;[}I., Rooms 1 & 2 
. , 
~ Only. RemedY 
Tbat Acts at the Same Time on 
TheliYer, The Bowels and The Kidneys 
This combined action gives it wondl!l'juZ 
power to cure all diseases. 
Why .!!:!.. ~ SiCk? 
""Be::w~h·;eat (lI"ganB to be-
come clogged or torpid, and poisono1J8 .Au-
mors are therefore forced into tM bw ' 
that ,lwuld be expelled napurallll. 
Billonsness, Piles, Constlpatlo,!; Kidne 
Complaln,ts and Diseases, ~feak· 
nesses and Nervous Disorders • . 
lJtI Cau8ing free action of.. thess wgans a 
rutoringthei.rpowl!l'to throw 00' discas8. 
Why lSutrer luileus pail'S and aches t ' 
Why tormen.ted with Plies, Constipation t 
WilY frightened o1'erdlsordered KldneJll t 
lV,hy endure nenoua OJ) sick headacheat 
Why. ha"e sleepless nigltt& , 
Use KIDNEY ,WORT and r~ofc8 fft 
heallh. It is a dry, 'lJe(!stab18 compound and 
ODe pack""; wlll make IIlx qu or .IIedlolD ... 
Gat. it of your Druggist\ he will order t 
Zur you. Price $1.00. ' 
WELLS, lIIOllAlIDSON '" CO., l'roprietors, I I (WUl.end pootp.ld.) Burllnatou"Vt. 
-.roSIClAL KNOWLEDGE 'MADE EAlSY.. Prof> 
1U. Ri~e's -Magical In, tant Music t,ac~ing Piano, Organ, 
and GUltar Charts, ,tc., ' •. 00. Most rapid, correct system . 
on earth. Agents wanted. Save the Adv't and .end {o~ 
Free music and terms to 243 State St., Chicago, III. • Special 
offer and free lecture to earnest teachers, etc. 
For Sale ' Or, !Ex~hange 'l :A large Magic Laniem. 
Con 800. CH:A:S. J •. w AIRD, Horseheads , 'eliemung Co., 
New York. ' • 
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THE ONLY CENUINE. 
{4 
. ELEC.TRIC BELT:· 
FOR 
SELF CUR.E. 
A MARVELOUS REMEDY, EFFECTING CURES WHEN MEDICINES FAIL 
Approved and recommended by the Most Eminent Authority, and endorsed 
by Convincing Testimony of those who have used them, 
It is the only reliable remedy for the 
CURE OF NERVOUS DEBILITY, 
Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Sciati~ Rheumatism, Kidney Complaints, Impotency, 
EPnepSYj SlIermatorrhea, Hysteria, Liver Complaints, Nervousness, General III Hea th, -Wasting Away or Decline, Urinary Diseases, Lumbago: Neuralgia, 
Costiveness, Orgaidc Weakness, Spinal Trouble~ Female Disoraers, He~rt 
Disease, Lung Disease, Physic8l fucapacitlJ ana Prostration,. Melancholia 
and Brain Troubles, MusciIlar Weakness, LOSS of Power, ana Premature 
Decay. They have also been successful in removing Ovarian and 
Abdominal Tumors, Prolapsus Uteri, Leucorrhea, and Barrenness. 
It does not require vi~egar, acids, ' or other pre~arations, but its action .is continuous. 
The current is evolve,\ by aid of the heat and mOIsture of the .body. It gives Health 
and Strengtll to the waning, ' and . New Li~e . to those ~utreriJw from PreDl~ture 
I)ecay. It will recuperate the system when lDJured by' Imprudence, el{cesses, SIckness, 
or old age. 
READ TH:E:: TESTIJY.I:ONY: 
Dwight Kin:g, E sq., Albany, N. Y. says: "I feel t.hat it hns saved my life." 
Geo. A. Pre~ton, IJinghamton, N. t., says: "It has stopped the principal trouble." 
Edward Wilkins, Esq., Newark, N. J., says: "It acted soothingly, and removed the debility. " 
Wm. F. Gilchre&f., Esq., Union, N . Y., says: "It has made n newman of me." . . 
Wm. S. Smith , Esq., Toronto, says: "It bas had a good effect already." .. 
Norman Barnes. Esq., Quebec, says: "It has done me more good than medicine." 
E . MacCloud, E sq., Halifax, Rays: "lsha1l r ecommend it to my friends." 
Miss M. J . Parker, Oswego, N. V.luys: " It has donC\ me a great deal of good; I .have gained 
eight pounds of flesh, and my dyspep!' a Is removed." 
CIRC.ULARS AND FURTHER PARTICULARS SENT ON APPLICATION. 
Principal Depot, 2 Bond Street, New York City. 
HOW TO TEACH ELEMENTARY A RITHMETIC. I Arise to Say 
GRUBE'S METHOD 
Of Teaching Arithmetic explained, with a large number of 
Practical Hints and IlJustrations, by Prof. Louis Soldan, ' 
Principal of the Normal School, ~t. Louis, Mo. 
Many teachers know of "Grube's Method" by the hearing 
<If the ·ear. They will be thankful for the day which lirst 
gave them a clear undersianding of It . . Here It Is in full, by 
one of the most eminent and successful teachers in the 




TOPICAL ANALYSIS of Descriptive Geography, United 
States HistorYt Practical Arithmetic, Physiology and Hy-
giene -Physical Geography, English G.rammar, and Pen-
manship . For use in Common Schoolsl Normal Schools 
. 'and Teachers' Institutes. Revised Eaition, pp. U4. By 
George S. Wedgwood. 
This is the most convenient and useful book yet written 
or. Institute, normalochool, and grammar sc~ool instructors • . 
'The subjects are systematicaJly outlined, so that it is imma. 
terial whether a class is supplied with uniform text-books 
-or not. It is well adapted to any good text-book and hence 
'is of great advantage to county institutes and schoola where 
a diversity of books prevails. It saves to th~ teacher the 
... - "great labor and time of copying on the black.board or of 
dictating an outline for review or reci.tation, and t\le pupils 
the immense buroen oC w1'Jting the outline down for their 
own use. They are not in danger pf making erro .... in copy-
lnc their outline, or 01 loslni the paper upon which it is 
written. 
R,etail price SO cents. Copies for examination aent post-
piI1d on receipt of retail price. No attention paid ~ orders 
unaccompanied by the cash. 
- Q-Send for a copy and convince yourself 01 its surpasS.ng 
utility.,. '" 
S.B. WINCHJi:LL &CO.,Publlehere. , 
63 &: 65 WaahlilJtton Stre.!!> ... 
. CHl(JAGO, .u..J... 
- -BOAKS forsaleebeap. Booksbougbtandex. 





'COMMON SENSE ROCKER' 
is, we all want it. They suit a\l sizes, 
from the.two.year.old baby to the champion member of the 
Fat Men's Club." 
Every. chair made upon honor and Warranted Perfect. 
Prices range from 75 cents to It; each. 
Sfecial discount to Clergymen and Hotels. Send for Cat· 
alog. Manufactured b}' ._ 
F. A. SINCLAIR, Mottville. N. Y. 
Roc~ River · Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, 
Manufacturers and dealers in 
Ait Kt,nds 0/ Paper. 
.Manufac~ 01 tho 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Building 
Paper. 
Samples aent on application 
'Vassar OO~1ege, 
. POUGHKlilEPSIE, N. Y., 
FOB THELmER~ EDU(J:A.TION OF WOMEN • . 
Examinations for entrance,. Sept~ 15th. Catalogues sent on 
applicatlon to . W. L. D:EA.N, Registrar • . 
WITH 
WEBB'S WORD-METHOD . 
AND 
PISSEOT:E]D OARDS~ 
YOUR CHILDREN CAN BE 
Tau.gh:t'to Read.. 
In LESS TIME than is usually allotted to 
TEACHING THE ALPHABET. 
WHAT IS THE "WORD·METHOD." 
It is that system of leaching Reading which begins with 
words;and not with letters. It teaches printed words as, 
we teach spoke" words,-as we teach thinrs.and their ""mes. 
THE WORD·METHOD. 
The little 'book called the Word·Method presents the 
words in their natural order, and very gradually. The book 
is divided into three parts . The first two pages of Pan I. 
have each three new warlis; the next twenty pag~s; but two 
new words on a page, interspersed with several review· 
pages. These review pages are not made up of the same 
sentences, but of the same words in different sentences. 
They contain no new words; and only the six last lessons 
of 'Part 1. have four new words on a page; the object b~ing 
to render the words perfectly famili"r to the child as be ad· 
vanccs. 
In Part II. of this book, (commencing on page 55), from 
four to six new words are introduced on a page; btginning 
with four new words in Lesson I . The sentences areshort, 
generally containing only one line. In Pa~ III. (commenc-
ing on page 119), seven new words are introduced on each 
page, and the sentences are longer. 
Every lesson in the book is complete in itself, and occu· 
pies just one page. The illustration. are beautiful, and oc-
cupy a full page. The reading under the cuts is simply a 
key for the teacher: in his explanations to the child. See 
the book itself for full explanations and directions, and the 
manner of teaching by it. 
Se"t post paid on recei!:'t of the price, 30 cents. 
WEBB'S DISSECTED CARDS 
Consist of a frame, 20 by 24 inches, and a Box of Words, 
Letters, Pictures, Figures, etc., onse?"rate Wooden Blocks. 
Both Frame and Box are handsomely made of Black Walnut, 
The type used in the cards was cut to order,-is large,c1ear, 
and beautiful, and can be readily seen across any ordinary 
room. The Words, Figures, etc., are p rinted directly OD 
the Woode .. Blocks and the Blocks then varnished, maltinc 
them durable and elegant. The Frame is so arranged that 
the words can be placed in it so as to form any sentence de-. 
sired. A font of Letters is put in each box, to form words 
not on the blocks, and to teach spelJing • 
The words beinlt ,movable, the child cannot repeat his 
lessons from memory; for wben a moment since it read 
"black cat" it may now read "black dc~' or "white cow," 
or whatever tbe teacher chooses. This constant change 'cre-
ates an Interest and seC\lres the attention; and rapid pro-
gress, both in the learning of words and in the proper ex-
pression of the thoughts. they contain when formed into. 
sentences, is the sure reswt. 
There is a Key accompanying these Cards, extensively 
known as WEBB'S WORD·METHOD, containing full diiec-
tio,,!, for teaching by the use of cards. 
Price of Dissected Cards, lncludlng ,?oPJ of 
Word·Met~od, 812.00. 
On ~ecelpt of price we will.forward Lto any point in the 
United States. Addr ... 
THOBNDIKE NOUBSE, 
Sucas~orto 
E. B. SMITH & 00-
DE'rltOIT, Mich. 
